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ADVERTISEMENT

B

Wood Waste is Costly.
Shred it & and Sell it

oulware Equipment designs and builds industrial reclaim

and recycling systems  We are  100% dedicated to the

reclaim, converting, and repurposing of wood pallet & crate

trash for our customers. Our automated system converts

wood pallet trash into a useable product and our nationwide

network of wood fiber buyers allow us to responsibly repurpose

your wood trash.

The immediate benefit to your company is huge reduction in

monthly waste disposal costs. The responsible benefits are:

Automated wood scrap handling, operational safety, lowering

your carbon footprint, & no landfill guarantee for your wood

trash.

Boulware Equipment provides system design, engineering,

installation, operational tech support , bulk transport, and

logistics for repurposing wood products.

We begin our solution by performing an onsite survey to assess

your needs for disposal. Engineered concept drawings are then

developed alongside two proposals. One for the equipment,

installation, and controls needed for our system in your facility.

Another proposal outlining our environmentally friendly

repurposing services.

Our system can be seamlessly integrated to fit the unique

operations of your business  anywhere in the USA. The low

RPM shredder is quiet allowing our systems to be safely

installed next to buildings and warehouses. Our repurposing

services will consistently keep your plant floor as clean as your

environmental conscious!

Boulware Equipment, LLC

3134 Pinkie Lane

Newton, NC 28658

704-651-6061

brad@boulwarellc.com

http://boulwarellc.com/
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imitations exist with effectively controlling a pneumatic or

hydraulic riveter, not to mention the high operating costs and

environmental impact associated with these traditional processes.

 In the past, it has been expensive, difficult, or impossible to obtain

precision and speed when using traditional pneumatics or

hydraulics.  

BalTec ELECTRIC Riveting unit addresses these issues by using a

100% electrically powered unit.  You now have full positional control

due to servo-driven rotary and linear motion allowing for real-time

monitoring and process control of linear force, speed and position.

 Another advantage is process data collection and remote access

to data, parameters and programs making it Industry 4.0 ready.

 Associated operating costs of a pneumatic/hydraulic unit have

now been eliminated as well as making the BalTec ELECTRIC unit an

environmentally friendly device since air and hydraulic fluid is non-

existent.  Due to the drive screw and bearing design, the ELECTRIC

unit has a greater power density than pneumatic where space may

be a premium in automation work cell design.  

The traditional pneumatic riveting machine may suffice on some

joint forming applications, but if your specific application demands

a very short cycle time, or high level of control while maximizing

throughput and assuring quality, then the BalTec ELECTRIC Riveting

unit may be the right choice. With our vast knowledge and

experience in joint forming technology, contact BalTec to assist in

determining if the BalTec ELECTRIC Riveter is the right option.

BalTec Corporation

121 Hillpointe Drive, Suite 900

Canonsburg, PA 15317

724-873-5757

Info.us@baltec.com

www.baltec.com
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INTRODUCTION

A

t SEAT’s automotive plant in Martorell, Spain, autonomous mobile robots deliver parts to the line. They don’t follow a track. They’re simply
given a load and told where to go. Twenty-three miles away, engineers at Nissan’s assembly plant in Barcelona use additive manufacturing to

produce 100 jigs and �xtures each year. At Merit Medical Systems’ factory in West Jordan, UT, the entire manufacturing process, from molding to
packaging, is accomplished with almost no manual labor.

Around the world, manufacturers are employing state-of-the-art technologies to solve problems, improve processes and increase e�iciency.
Whether they make large products in small volumes or small products in large volumes, manufacturers in myriad industries are �nding use-cases
for data analytics, machine learning, cobots, additive manufacturing and other Industry 4.0 technologies.

For example, at CNH Industrial’s high-mix assembly plant in St. Valentin, Austria, a cobot picks parts from bins at a centrally located “supermarket.”
The cobot goes about its business automatically, getting instructions directly from the factory’s enterprise resource planning software. The project
has improved picking accuracy as well as ergonomics.

“Think about all the movements you make when you’re gathering together a list of items from the shelves in a warehouse,” says Peter Ommeslag,
head of Industry 4.0 at CNH Industrial. “You reach, you bend, you stretch. If something is just out of reach, you stretch a little bit further.”

By employing a robot to handle repetitive, heavy-lifting tasks, CNH improved the workplace environment. Workers who used to pick parts have
been redeployed to tasks that actually add value to the company’s products.

In Munich, Germany, BSH Home Appliances is applying data analytics in a host of product development and manufacturing applications. For
example, at its factory in Dillingen, Germany, BSH used the technology to identify the root cause of screwdriving errors on a dishwasher assembly
line.

“With the help of advanced analytics methods, we could identify the root cause and �nd solutions together with our production engineers,” says
Barbara Engerer, head of advanced data analytics at BSH. “We then were able to optimize this step, resulting in fewer errors and better availability
of the machine performing that speci�c task.”

In Ludwigsburg, Germany, Mann+Hummel, a manufacturer of air and water �ltration products, is in the midst of a corporatewide digital
transformation with a goal of gathering and analyzing data in real time from 80 manufacturing locations around the world. The company hopes to
gain new levels of transparency and an objective, fact-based understanding of how its core business processes really run. This will enable
Mann+Hummel to identify performance barriers in real-time and take automated action to remove ine�iciencies and improve processes.

Insights from the initial stages of deployment have already created process standardization and optimization in supply, distribution and production.
This will eventually be expanded to include materials, planning and logistics, to improve cycle times and productivity, reduce rework, optimize
inventory, increase automation and streamline global execution.

“Our e�orts and investments in standardization are all targeted towards being able to stay a step ahead of customers’ needs,” says Emese
Weissenbacher, executive vice president and chief �nancial o�icer at Mann+Hummel. “Deploying [data analytics] will enable us to drive more
intelligent, data-driven insights, measures and decisions. I am convinced with this transformation we can take our business processes to the next
level and create an agile platform for continuous improvement.”

We hope the information provided in this ebook series has inspired you to take a new look at your assembly operations. No matter where the future
leads, you can count on ASSEMBLY to keep you informed of the latest developments.

Assemblers Embrace the Future

At CNH Industrial’s high-mix assembly plant in St. Valentin, Austria, a cobot picks parts from bins at a centrally located “supermarket.” Photo courtesy CNH Industrial
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INTRODUCTION

A

t SEAT’s automotive plant in Martorell, Spain, autonomous mobile robots deliver parts to the line. They don’t follow a track. They’re simply
given a load and told where to go. Twenty-three miles away, engineers at Nissan’s assembly plant in Barcelona use additive manufacturing to

produce 100 jigs and �xtures each year. At Merit Medical Systems’ factory in West Jordan, UT, the entire manufacturing process, from molding to
packaging, is accomplished with almost no manual labor.

Around the world, manufacturers are employing state-of-the-art technologies to solve problems, improve processes and increase e�iciency.
Whether they make large products in small volumes or small products in large volumes, manufacturers in myriad industries are �nding use-cases
for data analytics, machine learning, cobots, additive manufacturing and other Industry 4.0 technologies.

For example, at CNH Industrial’s high-mix assembly plant in St. Valentin, Austria, a cobot picks parts from bins at a centrally located “supermarket.”
The cobot goes about its business automatically, getting instructions directly from the factory’s enterprise resource planning software. The project
has improved picking accuracy as well as ergonomics.

“Think about all the movements you make when you’re gathering together a list of items from the shelves in a warehouse,” says Peter Ommeslag,
head of Industry 4.0 at CNH Industrial. “You reach, you bend, you stretch. If something is just out of reach, you stretch a little bit further.”

By employing a robot to handle repetitive, heavy-lifting tasks, CNH improved the workplace environment. Workers who used to pick parts have
been redeployed to tasks that actually add value to the company’s products.

In Munich, Germany, BSH Home Appliances is applying data analytics in a host of product development and manufacturing applications. For
example, at its factory in Dillingen, Germany, BSH used the technology to identify the root cause of screwdriving errors on a dishwasher assembly
line.

“With the help of advanced analytics methods, we could identify the root cause and �nd solutions together with our production engineers,” says
Barbara Engerer, head of advanced data analytics at BSH. “We then were able to optimize this step, resulting in fewer errors and better availability
of the machine performing that speci�c task.”

In Ludwigsburg, Germany, Mann+Hummel, a manufacturer of air and water �ltration products, is in the midst of a corporatewide digital
transformation with a goal of gathering and analyzing data in real time from 80 manufacturing locations around the world. The company hopes to
gain new levels of transparency and an objective, fact-based understanding of how its core business processes really run. This will enable
Mann+Hummel to identify performance barriers in real-time and take automated action to remove ine�iciencies and improve processes.

Insights from the initial stages of deployment have already created process standardization and optimization in supply, distribution and production.
This will eventually be expanded to include materials, planning and logistics, to improve cycle times and productivity, reduce rework, optimize
inventory, increase automation and streamline global execution.

“Our e�orts and investments in standardization are all targeted towards being able to stay a step ahead of customers’ needs,” says Emese
Weissenbacher, executive vice president and chief �nancial o�icer at Mann+Hummel. “Deploying [data analytics] will enable us to drive more
intelligent, data-driven insights, measures and decisions. I am convinced with this transformation we can take our business processes to the next
level and create an agile platform for continuous improvement.”

We hope the information provided in this ebook series has inspired you to take a new look at your assembly operations. No matter where the future
leads, you can count on ASSEMBLY to keep you informed of the latest developments.

Assemblers Embrace the Future

At CNH Industrial’s high-mix assembly plant in St. Valentin, Austria, a cobot picks parts from bins at a centrally located “supermarket.” Photo courtesy CNH Industrial
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ankyo Automation has been a worldwide leader in cam-driven

indexing technology and continues to develop new and

innovative technology in motion control.

The high quality of Sankyo products is a direct result of innovative

design, strict process control and a continual effort to strive for

improvement. These attitudes and technology are managed from

our 30,000 square foot manufacturing facility located near

Sidney, OH. This location serves as the sales, service and

manufacturing base for our products. We supply product for

markets throughout North America and Europe, as well as Central

and South America.

Our parent company Sankyo Seisakusho Co. of Japan is the world

leader in precision cam and cam driven devices. They continue to

provide innovation and research, so Sankyo Automation can thrive

in a vast ever-changing technological industry.

Sankyo Automation is committed to developing new values by

providing our customers with manufacturing solutions capable of

meeting the rapidly changing market.  

SANKYO Automation

937-498-4901

www.sankyoautomation.com
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In Munich, Germany, BSH Home Appliances is applying data analytics in a host of product development and manufacturing applications. For
example, at its factory in Dillingen, Germany, BSH used the technology to identify the root cause of screwdriving errors on a dishwasher assembly
line.

“With the help of advanced analytics methods, we could identify the root cause and �nd solutions together with our production engineers,” says
Barbara Engerer, head of advanced data analytics at BSH. “We then were able to optimize this step, resulting in fewer errors and better availability
of the machine performing that speci�c task.”

In Ludwigsburg, Germany, Mann+Hummel, a manufacturer of air and water �ltration products, is in the midst of a corporatewide digital
transformation with a goal of gathering and analyzing data in real time from 80 manufacturing locations around the world. The company hopes to
gain new levels of transparency and an objective, fact-based understanding of how its core business processes really run. This will enable
Mann+Hummel to identify performance barriers in real-time and take automated action to remove ine�iciencies and improve processes.

Insights from the initial stages of deployment have already created process standardization and optimization in supply, distribution and production.
This will eventually be expanded to include materials, planning and logistics, to improve cycle times and productivity, reduce rework, optimize
inventory, increase automation and streamline global execution.

“Our e�orts and investments in standardization are all targeted towards being able to stay a step ahead of customers’ needs,” says Emese
Weissenbacher, executive vice president and chief �nancial o�icer at Mann+Hummel. “Deploying [data analytics] will enable us to drive more
intelligent, data-driven insights, measures and decisions. I am convinced with this transformation we can take our business processes to the next
level and create an agile platform for continuous improvement.”

We hope the information provided in this ebook series has inspired you to take a new look at your assembly operations. No matter where the future
leads, you can count on ASSEMBLY to keep you informed of the latest developments.

Assemblers Embrace the Future

At CNH Industrial’s high-mix assembly plant in St. Valentin, Austria, a cobot picks parts from bins at a centrally located “supermarket.” Photo courtesy CNH Industrial
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on smart factories, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Data Analytics and the Smart Factory

Inside Schneider Electric’s Smart Factory

Industry 4.0: Myths vs. Reality
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Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now
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otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on smart factories, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Data Analytics and the Smart Factory

Inside Schneider Electric’s Smart Factory

Industry 4.0: Myths vs. Reality
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus
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otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on smart factories, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Data Analytics and the Smart Factory

Inside Schneider Electric’s Smart Factory

Industry 4.0: Myths vs. Reality
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.
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Jon Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Highly automated smart factories are

no longer a pie in the sky concept.

Smart Factories:
Here and Now

Photo courtesy Traitov, iStock / Getty Images Plus

R

otor blades, guide vanes and other components for jet engines are made from costly materials and machined to precise

tolerances. Such components are typically made in batches, due to the time involved in setting up machine centers. The

process also requires a fair number of people to tend the machines and assist in changeover.

However, new technology is changing that scenario. At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed

an automated production process that can operate autonomously for 66 hours.

At the start of the process, a six-axis robot places a blank in the clamping device, secures it with screws, and loads it into one of

the five machining centers. The machines drill and mill, grind and gauge—everything is fully automated. And it’s efficient: While

the machines are hard at work, the robot is already attending to the preparation and post-processing of the next parts and tools.

“With the new system, we have proven that Industry 4.0 can even meet the extremely sophisticated requirements for production

of engine parts,” says Christiane Müller, head of high-pressure turbine guide vanes at MTU. “And, it takes up just a third of the

space needed for conventional production.”

MTU’s flexible manufacturing system (FMS) marks the company’s first step in creating an overall smart factory. Assisted by a

control system, the facility’s machining centers manufacture components in parallel, working flexibly and autonomously for days

at a time without human intervention.

In fact, the production line can work autonomously for 66 hours without human intervention. “This is the exact amount of time it

takes to comfortably bridge a whole weekend,” says Marc Weiß, FMS project manager.

The machine’s built-in autonomous correction function and preventive maintenance system ensure process stability. This sets the

stage for even more efficiency gains in the future.

At its assembly plant in Munich, Germany, MTU Aero Engines has developed an automated production process that can

operate autonomously for 66 hours. Photo courtesy MTU Aero Engines

Employees still have to mount and remove grinding wheels and other tools by hand—95 percent of the work steps required to

manufacture turbine blades involve grinding. But drill bits and milling cutters are automatically switched out and gauged by the

machining centers.

This system has also made order processing more efficient and flexible—a welcome development, given the industry trend of

having to produce in increasingly smaller batch sizes and needing to tailor customer orders. Orders are usually placed for batches

of 70 to 120 pieces. With the new system, these batch sizes can be reduced without incurring high retooling costs.

A double structure is in place to minimize downtime. For example, one milling cutter is used in the tool machine while another is

being prepared for the next step. The same goes for the robot cells: a new blank is clamped in place on one fixture while a

processed component is removed from another.

“This means we can plan orders more flexibly, and we don’t have to worry so much about retooling times—on balance, our

production is more efficient in several respects,” Müller says.

Continental is investing $4.9 million to build a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at its factory in

Korbach, Germany. Photo courtesy Continental AG

While conventional production lines had previously needed seven to eight hours for retooling, the new system is ready to go in

just 15 minutes.

It took a lot of time and effort to reach this stage of flexible manufacturing: “But by the same token, we’ve benefited from a

successful, if steep, learning curve,” Weiß says. Continuing to run the old system while setting up the new one proved to be

challenging logistically. But, by July 2021, the new FMS was fully operational.

“This has essentially become a lighthouse project, not just for MTU but also for the wider industry. We’ve never seen an

automated production system like it anywhere in the world, especially not for this type of component or extremely sensitive

manufacturing situation,” Weiß says.

A high level of in-house knowledge was critical to developing the line. MTU programmed the machining centers itself. Even the

clamping station, with its robot-operated screw-fitting, was developed by MTU engineers. The company’s work on the tool

changing cell was also groundbreaking. Together with its partners, MTU developed technology that did not yet exist.

Müller emphasizes the importance of the expertise offered by the company’s employees, who drew on their experience with

conventional systems. “Incorporating this knowledge into the new system means that it represents a balanced partnership

between humans and machines,” he says.

With the FMS fully operational, MTU will continue to automate. MTU plans to build another, more extensive production line at the

Munich factory in the future. “The FMS has created a blueprint for other systems, which will emerge over the next few years on a

much larger scale and take up an entire hall,” Weiß says.

The next step will be to take those efforts companywide. “In the future, MTU will connect the many individual initiatives we have

relating to smart systems in assembly or production and link them to an overall digital system—transforming island solutions into

a truly smart factory,” predicts Fabian Lindermer, head of digitization at MTU.

FLEXIBLE HOSE PRODUCTION

To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives,

such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. Photo courtesy Flex Ltd.

MTU’s lights-out production line in Munich is one example of how manufacturers worldwide are applying state-of-the-art

technology to solve problems and improve processes.

Some 327 miles north of Munich, a similar project is underway at Continental AG’s factory in Korbach, Germany. In May,

Continental said it would invest $4.9 million in a new highly automated production line for industrial hoses at the factory. The

line, which will operate 24/7, is scheduled to start up at the end of 2023. It’s the company’s largest investment in Korbach in more

than 10 years.

With the new line, the technology company can manufacture existing products more efficiently, while also expanding its portfolio

and increasing its competitiveness. The new line will enable Continental to pursue new markets, particularly in the industrial

sector.

“The new line will improve our manufacturing process enormously. We are producing more sustainably, more flexibly, more safely

and more ergonomically,” emphasizes Torsten Dietmann, head of the hose plant in Korbach. “Networked and automated plant

elements based on a smart factory approach guarantee energy-efficient production and ideal value creation in the process.”

With a capacity of around 5 million meters of hose per year, the new line will be able to manufacture hoses with an inside

diameter of up to 38 millimeters. The hoses can be used to carry food, water, fuels, coolants and other fluids.

A major plus of the new line will be its flexibility: It will be able to produce hoses using different techniques, with inner layers of

either rubber or plastic.

“This gives us tremendous flexibility. On the new plant, we will continue to manufacture standard products, but will also add new

applications. This will enable us to better adapt to rapidly changing market needs and expand our product portfolio in a focused

manner,” says Dietmann.

Continental’s investment is about more than just increased flexibility and competitiveness. It will also help the automotive

supplier meet sustainability goals. Thanks to new recycling options and the ability to process additional materials, the Korbach

site is taking a step toward climate-neutral production in line with a companywide strategy.

AMGEN BETS BIG ON SMART FACTORY

Amgen is building a $365 million smart

factory in New Albany, OH. Photo courtesy

Amgen Inc.

The pharmaceutical industry is also investing in automation and digital transformation. Last summer, Amgen Inc. unveiled plans

to invest $365 million to build a smart factory in New Albany, OH. Set to feature the company’s most advanced assembly and

packaging processes, the plant will assemble, label and package autoinjectors, syringes and vials for a plethora of Amgen

medications.

Construction of the 270,000-square-foot plant began last fall. The facility will eventually employ 400 people with an expected

annual payroll of about $40 million. The site is expected to come online in early 2024.

The goal is to make the assembly and packaging site Amgen’s “most digitally advanced facility,” says Arleen Paulino, senior vice

president of manufacturing at Amgen. By leveraging the latest manufacturing technologies, the company also hopes to get

ahead of anticipated growth in demand for its drugs.

The smart facility will rely on a host of digital technologies, including artificial intelligence (AI), across three areas: advanced

automation and robotics; automated inspection, testing and real-time release of manufactured batches; and data analytics to

monitor and manage process and operational performance.

The site will employ highly automated storage and retrieval systems, automated guided vehicles to ferry materials, and

collaborative robots, says Paulino.

LIGHTHOUSES LEAD THE WAY

Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant in Ulmi, Romania, has deployed a variety of

technologies to address sustainability. Photo courtesy Arçelik

In October, the World Economic Forum (WEF) added 11 new factories and industrial sites to its Global Lighthouse Network, a

community of more than 100 manufacturers that are showing leadership in applying Industry 4.0 technologies to improve

productivity, workforce engagement, sustainability and supply chain resilience.

Amid warnings of a global recession, energy price hikes and disrupted supply chains, lighthouse factories offer business leaders

and policymakers examples of how the manufacturing sector can stay competitive and continue to create jobs.

“The new factories of the Global Lighthouse Network show how manufacturers can meet business goals while having a positive

impact on economies, peoples’ livelihoods and the environment,” says Francisco Betti, head of advanced manufacturing and

value chains at the World Economic Forum. “The challenge for companies and policymakers is how much they can scale-up these

innovations across whole production networks and value chains.”

While supply chain issues and other problems held back most manufacturers in 2022, other companies proved that digital

transformation could be scaled across global enterprises. In the new cohort of lighthouses, many companies, such as Cipla,

Danone and Sany Heavy Industry, are deploying large digital transformation programs at scale across 20 to 40 factories in

parallel, over time spans of just 18 to 24 months.

“The newly designated lighthouses show that scaling can be done, with three must-haves,” says Enno de Boer, global lead of

digital manufacturing at McKinsey & Co., which partners with the WEF on the lighthouse project. “First, clear strategy. Without

that, you get stuck in pilot purgatory, never seeing which technologies matter for your business. Second, workforce capabilities.

Without enough of the right skills, your transformation runs out of steam. Third, strong governance. Without a real execution

engine, you won’t capture impact or keep improving.”

After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, CATL’s battery assembly plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced

yield loss by 14 percent. Photo courtesy Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd.

The new lighthouses are:

Agilent Technologies in Singapore. With the ambition to simplify manufacturing of low-volume, high-complexity

instruments to meet rising demand, Agilent deployed IIoT, digital twin, AI and robotic technology to achieve sustainable

growth, overcoming bottlenecks from specialized manpower and transforming the workforce into Industry 4.0 generalists.

This improved output by 80 percent, productivity by 60 percent, cycle time by 30 percent, and quality cost by 20 percent.

Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Ltd. (CATL) in Yibin, China. To catch up with significant business growth, the

manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and energy storage systems built a large greenfield assembly

plant in Yibin. After deploying AI, IIoT and flexible automation, the plant increased line speed by 17 percent and reduced yield

loss by 14 percent. It also reduced carbon emissions to zero.

Cipla in Indore, India. Facing an increase in material and labor costs, Cipla deployed automation and data analytics

technology at 22 factories in India in parallel. The company’s Oral Solid Dosage facility in Indore led this journey by

implementing 30 Industry 4.0 use-cases. It improved total cost by 26 percent, enhanced quality by 300 percent, and

reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 28 percent.

Danone in Opole, Poland. To address increasing complexity in its product portfolio, food manufacturer Danone engaged its

whole workforce across functions and levels in a digital transformation journey. The goal was to implement AI and

automation and create a connected shop floor. The company improved costs by 19 percent and efficiency by 12 percent. It

also reduced GHG emissions by close to 50 percent. It is now a leader for Danone 39 other plants in Europe.

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories in Hyderabad, India. Faced with severe price erosion, the pharmaceuticals company embarked on

a large-scale digitalization project. The site deployed more than 40 Industry 4.0 use cases by operating in an agile way,

leveraging IIoT technology, and implementing data analytics. As a result, it improved manufacturing cost by 43 percent and

reduced energy consumption by 41 percent.

Flex in Sorocaba, Brazil. To improve competitiveness, sustainability and health, electronics assembler Flex implemented a

variety of Industry 4.0 initiatives, such as a supply chain control tower and IIoT-enabled recycling of electronic waste. The

efforts resulted in a 50 percent improvement in labor costs, an 81 percent reduction in material loss, and an 18 percent

increase  in customer satisfaction.

Haier in Qingdao, China. Facing growing demand for customized design, fast delivery and high quality, the appliance

assembly plant leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade

manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. As a result, lead time has been shortened by 35 percent,

production efficiency has been increased by 35 percent, and quality performance has been improved by 36 percent.

Midea in Shunde, China. To meet demand for high-quality products and shorter lead times, appliance assembler Midea

deployed AI, digital twin and other Industry 4.0 technologies. It has achieved 24 percent lower unit production costs, 41

percent shorter lead times, 30 percent shorter R&D lead times, and 51 percent less defect rate.

Mondelēz in Sri City, India. With a goal of increasing production volume, reducing costs and increasing supply chain

resilience, the snack food manufacturer deployed end-to-end digitalization, predictive analytics, AI and advanced

automation. The company increased labor productivity by 89 percent and reduced manufacturing costs by 38 percent.

Sany Heavy Industry in Changsha, China. To address market cycle fluctuations and product complexity, Sany leveraged

flexible automation, AI and IIoT at scale to build a digital and flexible manufacturing system for its heavy equipment. As a

result, the site expanded capacity by 123 percent, improved labor productivity by 98 percent, and reduced unit

manufacturing cost by 29 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. To address workforce challenges, a 250 percent annual growth rate, and a technology

transition pace of 18 months, the semiconductor manufacturer implemented a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as

an automated product design system, wafer testing based on machine learning, and an intelligent planning system. The

site reduced time to market by 40 percent and product cost by 62 percent. It also improved productivity by 221 percent.

Haier’s appliance assembly plant in Qingdao, China, has leveraged big data, digital twin and advanced visual inspection

technology to accelerate R&D, upgrade manufacturing processes and improve logistics scheduling. Photo courtesy Haier Home

Appliance

Four existing lighthouse facilities with outstanding environmental records gained the additional designation of sustainability

lighthouses. They are:

Arçelik in Ulmi, Romania. Powered by 100 percent green electricity, Arçelik’s appliance assembly plant has deployed a

variety of technologies to address sustainability, including a digital twin for energy management and a closed-loop water

management system integrated with an advanced water treatment plant. In an environment suffering from water stress,

the factory has reduced water consumption by 25 percent, energy consumption by 17 percent, and GHG emissions by 22

percent per unit manufactured.p

Micron in Singapore. With growing demand for memory chips, Micron needed to expand production while reducing its

environmental footprint. From 2018 to 2021, Micron increased output by 270 percent and simultaneously reduced resources

used per gigabyte produced by 45 percent. The company optimized materials consumption and implemented

environmental footprint tracking.

Unilever in Dapada, India. Faced with corporate mandates to reduce emissions and water consumption, the company found

14 use-cases for sustainability technology. These included applying machine learning to optimize energy consumption and

employing digital twin technology to accelerate development of eco-friendly formulations. As a result, Dapada has reduced

emissions by 54 percent and its water consumption by 36 percent.

Western Digital in Shanghai, China. Between 2017 and 2021, Western Digital doubled the site’s output of memory chips while

reducing its environmental footprint. This result was enabled by multiple Industry 4.0 use-cases, such as machine learning

to dynamically optimize the performance of the water recycling plant. These measures reduced water consumption by 62

percent and energy consumption by 51 percent per petabyte of memory produced.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on smart factories, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Data Analytics and the Smart Factory

Inside Schneider Electric’s Smart Factory

Industry 4.0: Myths vs. Reality
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CE Controls Inc., headquartered in Farmington Hills,

Michigan, is a leading motion and vibration control

technology innovator. We engineer shock absorber, gas spring

and vibration solutions for automation, robotics, material-

handling, packaging, steel, machine tool, automotive, medical,

and other industries. From up in the air to under the sea, ACE

products can slow down moving loads, increase efficiency and

throughput, reduce vibration and noise, protect against wear and

tear, reduce downtime, and increase safety. Our quality and

performance make us the first choice for the industry.

Outstanding service, short development times, reliability and

fast on-site availability make the difference to keep things

running. Highest performance without compromise is our

promise you can rely on. Our online innovative tools and tutorials

can help you get the job done. We not only pride ourselves on

developing great products but providing great services and

resources both online and one-n-one. We offer a wide range of

products to solve your motion and vibration challenges. Each

product undergoes rigorous lab testing to assure products can

meet the most demanding conditions. Products are regularly

evaluated for endurance, cycle life and material strength. ACE is

committed to continuous innovation. Most of our standard

product line can be modified to suit your needs. Customizations

can be as simple as filling a stainless-steel gas spring with FDA-

approved oil to safely use in a food or beverage production

facility. We go the extra mile to make sure our products exceed

your expectations.

ACE Controls

23435 Industrial Park Drive

Farmington Hills, Michigan 48335

248-476-0213

shocks@acecontrols.com

www.acecontrols.com
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Durability Passed
with Hydraulic Pulse
Tools
Challenge — All manufacturers face the task of finding an

ergonomic assembly tool with torque control; minimal

torque reaction; low operational costs; and improved

uptime.

The discontinuous drive feature of Hydraulic Pulse Tools

apply torque in increments rather than one continuous

effort; thus, eliminating torque reaction to the assembler.

The ergonomic and torque control features of this tool

configuration make this the best relative to low Total

Acquisition Costs.  However, this tool type is

characterized to have higher associated operational

costs.

An automotive manufacturer in the southeastern U.S.

had tried nearly every brand of hydraulic pulse tool on a

very challenging application with high cycle rates. Only

one brand would operate in production for one week

before service was required. While this weekly service

interval was not satisfactory, the automotive

manufacturer had accepted this as a standard based on

their challenging application.

Solution — In looking for a more durable discontinuous drive hydraulic pulse tool, the automotive manufacturer tested a Du-Pas

TDIS Series hydraulic pulse tool. 

Result — The DuPas TDIS Series exceeded their expectations. The robust external design of the housing coupled with the internal

double sensing pulse mechanism resulted in increasing their uptime by 300% from all other tool O.E.M.s they tested. The TDIS

Series proved to be a robust, low Total Cost of Ownership solution!

Durability Passed!
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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flexibility and minimal capital investment.
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required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.
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vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.
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University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.
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allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The
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environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile
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AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.
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on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.
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E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.
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E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.
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be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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Automakers don’t need conveyors to

transport vehicles on assembly lines—

the vehicles can move themselves.

Conveyor-Less Micro Factories
for Urban Car Production

GM already uses automated guided vehicles to

transport large subassemblies on the line. Photo courtesy

General Motors Co.

T

he current paradigm of car manufacturing, which provides a variety of models, colors and options, is called mass

customization. However, mass customization is now transforming into mass individualization. In mass individualization,

products are uniquely catered to consumers’ desires. For example, some car buyers may want to replace ordinary car seats with

luxury brands, such as Louis Vuitton, to differentiate themselves.

The advent of autonomous electric vehicles (AEVs) could accelerate this trend. An AEV does not require a driver to operate the

vehicle. As a result, it creates space and time for the driver and passengers to do activities other than driving. The car can be an

office for those who are busy with work or a rest area for those who need a break. If the vehicle becomes an extension of the

home or office, it is no longer an option, but a necessity, to customize its interior just like an office or a house.

However, it will be difficult to mass produce personalized vehicles with a manufacturing process and value chain designed for

high-volume, low-mix production.

The automobile manufacturing value chain consists of a press shop, body shop, paint shop and assembly. The assembly process

is different from other processes in terms of automation. The level of automation in press shops, body shops and paint shops is

usually very high. Many are nearly 100 percent automated. However, final assembly is difficult to automate due to the complexity

of the tasks and diversity of the parts.

A sensor skid, temporarily attached

under an EV, can guide the vehicle

through the assembly process based on

local sensing and communication with a

high-level fleet management system.

Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

An ergonomic positioning device could

be actuated by one or more wheels of

the vehicle without a need for external

power. It would consist of two rollers, a

belt and a passive motion device. When

a wheel of the vehicle is interlocked

between the two rollers, the wheel can

drive the belt, actuating a passive

motion device, which moves the vehicle

up or down. Photo courtesy General Motors

Co.

Using an autonomous mobile robot to

transport vehicles on the assembly line—

or using the vehicle itself—gives OEMs

more flexibility in factory layout. Photo

courtesy General Motors Co.

One way to achieve mass individualization while maintaining various automation levels is to decouple final assembly from the

value chain. The press shop, body shop and paint shop would continue as mass production centers in central locations, while final

assembly would be carried out in separate micro factories located in urban areas. The assembly process does not need to be

physically located with the other manufacturing processes. Instead, it can be moved to an urban area where the labor supply is

elastic. Low-volume, high-mix production can be realized with this model.

However, one obstacle to establishing an assembly plant in a city is the limitation on building size. It can be difficult to secure a

large empty space to install conveyor lines. Such lines are essential for traditional automotive assembly plants designed for low-

mix, high-volume production. But, in urban assembly plants, such lines will become inflexible and expensive monuments. For mass

individualization, urban assembly plants must adopt asynchronous production systems. They must be designed for maximum

flexibility and minimal capital investment.

A conveyor-less design solves that problem. Better still, it’s a perfect fit for EV assembly, because the number of components

required for EVs is much less compared with gas-powered vehicles.

CURRENT EXAMPLES

GM uses autonomous forklifts to store and retrieve parts at its factory in Grand Rapids, MI. Photo courtesy General Motors Co.

Automotive assembly plants have been built in urban areas since the industry’s birth. However, a notable change in recent years is

the urbanization of EV production. Several examples come to mind.

The first is the micro factory that Arrival, the U.K. EV startup, built in Rock Hill, SC, in 2021. Arrival aims to make electric buses and

vans as inexpensive as possible. Aluminum is used instead of steel for the frame. Body panels are made from proprietary

composite materials. Without the need for hundreds of acres of land and specially purposed buildings, the micro factory was

built in an existing empty warehouse space in about six months. The factory does not have expensive metal-stamping presses,

welding or paint shops, and fixed conveyor lines. Instead, a flat skateboard chassis is assembled from extruded aluminum parts.

Body panels are bonded with aerospace-grade adhesives. And, finishing is performed by dying the composite material or

wrapping the vehicle. AGVs transport components instead of conveyor lines.

Another example is e.GO Mobile’s EV assembly plant in Aachen, Germany. Founded in 2015, e.GO started at RWTH Aachen

University in Aachen. This plant maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the environmental

standards of the residential area. For instance, emission-related adjustments and noise insulation measures have been adopted

to mitigate the impact of the factory on local residents. Inbound and outbound logistics are set up in such a way as to divert the

traffic from adjacent residential areas.

A third example is Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Dresden, Germany. The factory was built in 2001 with a glass structure that

allows people to see inside. Initially, more than 17,000 citizens signed a petition against the factory construction because of

expected exhaust emissions and inbound and outbound trucks. However, the factory eventually got the green light after VW

adopted the innovative idea of using the public tram infrastructure, called CarGoTram, to deliver materials and products. The

plant now produces 72 e-Golfs per day in two shifts.

One more urban car factory that is expected to attract the attention of the industry is the Singapore Hyundai Mobility Global

Innovation Center. Scheduled to open in the second half of 2022, the smart factory is said to have been designed to connect

people, nature and technology.

VEHICLE AS A CONVEYOR

E.GO Mobile’s assembly plant in Aachen, Germany maximizes the advantages of urban infrastructure without violating the

environmental standards of the residential area. Photo courtesy e.GO Mobile

An urban automotive assembly plant should be designed for maximum flexibility, minimal capital investment and asynchronous

production. That points away conveyors and favors autonomous transport technologies. Two options are available: autonomous

mobile robots (AMR) and VaaC.

AMRs are vehicles that are equipped with on-board sensors to autonomously move vehicles or materials along predefined paths

without the need for magnetic tapes on the floor.

In VaaC, the EV guides itself through the assembly process. A sensor skid, temporarily attached under the EV, guides the EV based

on local sensing and communication with a high-level fleet management system. The skid is designed to be easily removed at

the end of the assembly. The skid body has a set of pins that temporarily engage with locating holes in the underbody. The skid is

equipped with numerous sensors that detect objects around the EV.

As an alternative to the sensor skid, a safety-sensor guidance system can be used. The guidance system is mounted to the

chassis and temporarily takes control of the vehicle’s control system. In essence, the EV becomes an autonomous vehicle. The

guidance system includes a sensor, a transceiver and an emergency stop device. The sensor detects intrusion into a

predetermined zone. The range is dictated by standards for safety-rated sensing and stopping distances. The guidance system

also includes a path projector, which projects a visible beam forward from the vehicle. In some cases, the guidance system might

have multiple sensors at one or more corners of the chassis. Each sensor can be configured to sense in a three-dimensional

volume, so that the volumes overlap to create a buffer zone around the chassis.

Another technology that will enable conveyor-less assembly systems is vehicle-powered positioning devices. In a typical car

plant, special equipment is used to lift or tilt vehicles to optimize working positions for assemblers. However, such equipment

requires a significant amount of electrical power and is not easily reconfigured. Instead, it would be desirable to use a vehicle-

powered device to position the vehicle. Such a device would not require an external power supply, and it would also save space.

The positioning device would be actuated by one or more wheels of the vehicle without a need for external power. It would consist

of two rollers, a belt and a passive motion device. Instead of a belt, the device may include other mechanisms, such as a chain,

drive shaft or hydraulics. When a wheel of the vehicle is positioned and interlocked between the two rollers, the movement of the

wheel drives the belt, actuating the passive motion device, which lifts the vehicle up or down.

In the near future, we can imagine a scenario in which the car factory, per se, ceases to exist and is combined with car

dealerships. Using the VaaC concept and a skateboard-type car design platform, a micro factory could be built in the warehouse

of a car dealership. Then, vehicle components—the skateboard, the body components, the seats, glass, console, etc.—are shipped

from suppliers directly to the dealer. The dealer assembles vehicles and delivers them to customers through an order-to-delivery

system. We can call this a point-of-sale factory, which is one possible practical scenario of using our proposed technology.
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LFA HSP Series - When
Precision meets High
Speed Performance
We are presenting a new version of our well-established LFA_HSP

linear transfer system specifically designed to meet the

requirements of high-speed manufacturing. This new design allows

to decrease the indexing time significantly compared to existing

solutions, and to scale production to new levels by applying a

modern mathematical curve. Our LFA_HSP systems can be thought

of as a chain with stiff aluminum links, made from aerospace grade

aluminum, driven by a servo motor. Necessarily, there needs to be

curved parts, usually two U-turns or four 90◦ turns, for the chain to

be closed. A chordal compensation cam is located in the curved

areas, and is connected to a high precision servo motor to drive the

aluminum links. A servo motor connected to a high precision

reducer is located on each side to drive the aluminum links. The

typical shapes are linear as shown in Figure 1 and rectangular, but

we also have the capabilities to design more exotic shapes tailored

to specific customer needs. Applications of these modules are vast

and range from inkjet printing, packaging, filling, labelling to various

applications in battery manufacturing. They can be used in

intermittent (start-stop) or continuous motion mode.

Motion Index Drives

 (877) 978-1830

info@mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com
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solutions, and to scale production to new levels by applying a

modern mathematical curve. Our LFA_HSP systems can be thought

of as a chain with stiff aluminum links, made from aerospace grade

aluminum, driven by a servo motor. Necessarily, there needs to be
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be closed. A chordal compensation cam is located in the curved
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Wood Waste is Costly.
Shred it & and Sell it

oulware Equipment designs and builds industrial reclaim

and recycling systems  We are  100% dedicated to the

reclaim, converting, and repurposing of wood pallet & crate

trash for our customers. Our automated system converts

wood pallet trash into a useable product and our nationwide

network of wood fiber buyers allow us to responsibly

repurpose your wood trash.

The immediate benefit to your company is huge reduction in

monthly waste disposal costs. The responsible benefits are:

Automated wood scrap handling, operational safety, lowering

your carbon footprint, & no landfill guarantee for your wood

trash.

Boulware Equipment provides system design, engineering,

installation, operational tech support , bulk transport, and

logistics for repurposing wood products.

We begin our solution by performing an onsite survey to

assess your needs for disposal. Engineered concept drawings

are then developed alongside two proposals. One for the

equipment, installation, and controls needed for our system

in your facility. Another proposal outlining our environmentally

friendly repurposing services.

Our system can be seamlessly integrated to fit the unique

operations of your business  anywhere in the USA. The low

RPM shredder is quiet allowing our systems to be safely

installed next to buildings and warehouses. Our repurposing

services will consistently keep your plant floor as clean as your

environmental conscious!

Boulware Equipment, LLC

3134 Pinkie Lane

Newton, NC 28658

704-651-6061

brad@boulwarellc.com

http://boulwarellc.com/
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on aerospace assembly, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Assembling a Wire Harness for Deep Space

Relativity Space Takes 3D Printing to New Extremes

Aerospace, Defense and Industry 4.0
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo
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C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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A new approach for assembling

composite aerostructures uses

autonomous mobile robots and

lightweight assembly jigs that

compensate for deformation.

Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
for Aerospace Assembly

The researchers developed a unique approach for

assembling wing flaps using an AMR and a lightweight

assembly jig that compensates for deformation. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

C

omposite structures in airplanes are often thin-walled and lightweight, resulting in significant compliance. This presents a

challenge for handling and assembly.

To overcome this challenge, aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high

level of precision. These jigs have several drawbacks. They take up a lot of space. They are expensive, which limits the possibility

of customizing aircraft during production. And, due to their enormous weight, they cannot be moved easily.

An autonomous mobile robot (AMR) could be custom-made to move these jigs. However, it would be expensive, and it would be

less flexible than commercial off-the-shelf AMRs. The weight of the jigs must be significantly reduced to enable standard AMRs

to move them.

Our research set out to do just that. We developed a unique approach for assembling composite aerostructures using AMRs and

lightweight assembly jigs that compensate for deformation. Instead of stiffness, our jig ensures the part’s geometry with active

deformation compensation using actuators and sensors in a control loop. Our device—dubbed an autonomous industrial mobile

manipulator (AIMM)—is able to assist in all assembly steps of compliant components.

FLAP ASSEMBLY

This assembly jig for the A350 XWB wing cover is an example of how aerospace manufacturers assemble compliant

structures. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

To test our concept, we put our AIMM to work mounting a flap module to the rear spar of the wing of Airbus’ A320 jetliner. The

module consists of the flap body and its supports. Since the flap supports contain the actuators and kinematics needed to move

the flap, they account for a significant portion of the module’s weight. To join the module to the aircraft’s wing, studs at the tip of

the flap supports must be aligned with, and inserted into, holes in the wing’s rear spar while compensating for deformations in

the flap.

An aircraft’s flaps are particularly challenging for assembly. Their slender, tapered design and lightweight construction, along with

a mass concentration at the flap supports, tend to create large, weight-induced deformations.

Currently, flaps are mounted in two steps. Assembly starts with the flap supports. They are mounted to the rear spar of the wing

and contain all the linkages and actuators. The second step consists of mounting the flap to the flap supports.

This rendering shows the flap with supports and a mock-up of the airplane’s rear spar. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical

University

Flap assembly could be made more efficient by preassembling the flap supports to the flap prior to final assembly. By doing so,

cycle time on the final assembly line can be reduced. The preassembled flap system is also called a fully equipped flap. To

integrate the fully equipped flap with the airplane’s wing, it must be positioned precisely with the rear spar of the wing. To mount

the flap support on the spar, four tapered studs are attached to its tip. These studs must be aligned precisely with bolt holes in

the rear spar of the wing. Once aligned, the fully equipped flap is lifted vertically and the tapered studs are slid into the bolt holes.

Assembly of the fully equipped flap ends by replacing the tapered studs with proper bolts.

Positioning and joining the studs is challenging due to gravity-induced deformation of the fully equipped flap. The weight of the

flap ranges from 300 to 400 kilograms. Due to this deformation, the studs of both supports are not parallel and insertable to

the bolt holes simply by positioning the flap with a crane. Force must be applied to the flap to counteract the deformation.

FLAP ASSEMBLY With AIMMs

The researchers chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six degrees of

freedom. The unit’s electric actuators are controlled by an exernal PLC. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Our assembly process starts with transporting the fully equipped flap module to the final assembly line with the AIMM. For now,

transport is controlled manually. In the future, the AIMM will be able to transport the module to the line autonomously. Automatic

assembly starts once the flap is in position.

Traditionally, deformation in the flap would be prevented by supporting it with a stiff, heavy jig. This approach is not feasible with

the AIMM. Instead, the AIMM is equipped with a lightweight end-effector that automatically compensates for any deformation.

Several 3D cameras determine the flap’s shape and pose prior to assembly. The cameras can identify the relative positions of the

joining features with submillimeter accuracy. Only the joining surfaces of the flap and the wing attachment area need to be

aligned. This allows the wing spar to be used as a reference for deformation compensation.

This approach has two main advantages. First of all, only two position sensors are needed. Each sensor measures the relative

position of the flap support studs with respect to their corresponding mounting holes within the spar. This allows for a convenient

placement of the sensors within the main beam of the end-effector. Secondly, alignment of the studs and the bolt hole pattern

will be better.

This photo shows an early version of the researchers’ end-effector. Subsequent versions were stiffer and stronger. Photo

courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

Wings are compliant and suffer from elastic deformations. Thus, the spar will deform differently depending on the state of

assembly and the configuration of the airplane. At first glance, this contradicts usage of the spar as a reference for deformation

compensation, since it introduces errors within the shape measurement of the flap. However, this approach will ensure better

alignment of the mounting points to each other, since the deformations of the spar are accounted for without additional effort.

Therefore, it is efficient only to evaluate the relative positions of the bolt holes and the studs for each side of the flap

independently.

The deformation compensation and alignment process consists of two steps. First, the fixed side of the flap is aligned precisely

and the movable side is aligned roughly. The first alignment step is achieved by the AIMM’s robot and ends with the studs of the

fixed side in a position ready to be inserted into the bolt holes. A precise alignment of both sides with the robot is not possible

due to the deformation of the flap. In the second step, the actuators of the end-effector bend the flap so that the studs of the

movable side of the end-effector align with the corresponding bolt hole pattern. This bending does not create significant

additional assembly stresses, since the flap is mainly bent back to its original shape.

When both sides are aligned, only a movement upwards of the end-effector in the direction of the studs is needed to join the

flap component to the airplane.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE END-EFFECTOR

The mobile robot holds the flap in assembly position. Photo courtesy Braunschweig Technical University

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of our AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it can

carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms.

To design the end-effector, we started with the biggest and potentially heaviest part: the main beam. Aside from weight, the

chief design criteria of the beam was stiffness, since the forces applied by the actuators to bend the flap would also act on the

beam. We used an aluminum truss for the beam, which has an excellent stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Next, we designed the kinematic for bending the flap. Lateral bending of the flap is most important. However, since the flap and

beam are bending in parallel, the kinematic should move on a trajectory, so it bends the flap with minimal internal stresses. The

shape and calculation of this trajectory is complex, since the flap is made from non-isotropic carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

There are several options for bending. The first is to neglect the bending line and bend the flap with a rotational actuation only,

which can lead to high internal stresses. The second is to design a mechanism that moves on the trajectory and is driven by one

actuator. The third option is to build a kinematic with more than one degree of freedom and generate the trajectory with

computer numerical control. We opted for the third option.

Parallel kinematics offer higher stiffness, greater force and lower weight than serial kinematics. Their main drawback is their

smaller work envelope. However, since only a few centimeters of bending are needed, a parallel kinematic was the best option for

our end-effector. Specifically, we chose the Stewart parallel kinematic design for its light weight and ability to move with six

degrees of freedom. The unit’s six electric actuators are controlled by an external PLC.

TESTING ASSEMBLY OF THE FLAP

A Kuka KMR Quantec 150 is the base of the AIMM. It consists of a six-axis robot mounted on a mobile platform. As a unit, it

can carry a maximum dynamic payload of 150 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kuka

Our experiments showed that the end-effector can hold the fully equipped flap securely in any position. When the flap is moved

by the robot, the end-effector tends to swing significantly. This can be reduced by moving the flap slowly. The motion consists

mainly of rotational movement around the robot’s wrist. This can be avoided in the future by using a bigger robot.

Integration of the fully equipped flap starts with alignment of the studs on the fixed side of the end-effector to their

corresponding bolt holes using the robot. This alignments was done manually. To insert the studs into the bolt holes with a linear

movement, the studs must coincide with their corresponding bolt holes. It is possible to align the studs on the fixed side within a

couple of minutes via an iterative approach using the robot’s control panel to move the end-effector and the flap as a whole.

Alignment is complete when the tips of the studs are centered within the spar’s bolt holes and the surfaces containing the studs

and bolt holes are parallel. Within this alignment step, the movable side was also roughly aligned.

Aircraft assemblers typically use stiff, steel jigs to maintain the geometry of the parts with a high level of precision. Photo courtesy

Airbus

After alignment of the fixed side, the next step is to compensate for the bending of the flap using the Stewart platform. Based

on feedback from position sensors, the Stewart platform applies pressure the flap until the studs on the movable side of the flap

align with their bolt holes.

With both sides aligned, the integration is completed by the insertion of the studs into the bore holes with a linear motion of the

robot. The studs enter the bore holes smoothly and without any jamming. The smooth fit of the studs is assisted by the low

stiffness of the AIMM and the flap supports. Only small forces are needed to move the studs horizontally. Stepped bores and

tapered bolts also facilitate assembly.

For further research, a thorough investigation of the bending behavior of the whole system is needed. A model to predict the

deflection curve of the flap body is needed to account for it when deforming the flap. This model would allow us to lower the

internal stresses in the flap and reduce actuation forces. The model needs to describe the bending behavior of both the flap and

the end-effector.

In addition, automatic alignment of the flap needs to be tested. Since lowering the stiffness of the robot decreases the need for

accuracy in positioning the flap, it seems rational to investigate the use of impedance control for stiffness adjustment.
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unique ToolChanger
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the new TKX product family. Each robot side is compatible with the

uniform tool side, offering customers the greatest possible flexibility. The

uncompromising design fits seamlessly into modern plants and, thanks
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modules.
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proven capabilities in the new product and at the same time added

innovative functions that offer you real added value in the application.

The central innovation in the 3-in-1 product: The robot side of the tool

changer is available with three different drive types - pneumatic (TKP),

electric (TKE) and manual (TKM). The special feature here is that the tool

side is compatible with all three robot sections.
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The new TKX tool changer
family for robots
Modularity taken to the limit

ith the ToolChanger3 modular system, IPR has reached a new

level in tool changers. Pneumatic, electric and manual – all three

drive types can be used with the new TKX product family. Each robot

side is compatible with the uniform tool side.

Modularity taken to the limit

With the new TKX product family, we have expanded our portfolio: The

predecessor tool changer TK-ISO was already well-known on the

market for its robustness. We have retained these capabilities in the

new product and at the same time added innovative functions. The

central innovation: The robot side of the tool changer is available with

three different drive types – pneumatic (TKP), electric (TKE) and manual

(TKM). The special feature here is that the tool side is compatible with

all three robot sections.

All three series of the TKX family (TKP,TKE and TKM) combine an

identical outer geometry of the aluminum base body with the same

number of mounting surfaces for transmission modules. Depending on

the size, from two to nine mounting surfaces are available on each tool

changer. You can select the entire portfolio of accessory components

and move freely within the modular system, regardless of the drive type

selected for the tool changer. It is also possible to exchange tools

between different systems with different heads. The only difference is

the energy supply: compressed air at 6 bar (TKP), electric current at 24

volt (TKE) or human power via actuation of a push lever (TKM).

IPR Robotics LLC.

50775 Wing Drive

Shelby Township

MI 48315, USA T  +1 248 556-7556

F  +1 248 556-7560

sales@iprrobotics.com

https://en.iprworldwide.com/
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Sangchul Han, Ph.D. // Professor Of Robotics //

Korea Institute Of Industrial Technology //

Ansan, Korea

Researchers have developed

a single end-of-arm tool that

can simultaneously hold a

part in place and install it

at the same time.

Screwdriving Gripper Mimics
Two-Handed Assembly

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on robotics and screwdriving, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

New Tech for Robotic Fastening

Five Things: Automatic Screwdriving

Robotic Screwdriving Mistakes to Avoid
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Researchers have developed

a single end-of-arm tool that

can simultaneously hold a

part in place and install it

at the same time.

Screwdriving Gripper Mimics
Two-Handed Assembly

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on robotics and screwdriving, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

New Tech for Robotic Fastening

Five Things: Automatic Screwdriving

Robotic Screwdriving Mistakes to Avoid
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Researchers have developed

a single end-of-arm tool that

can simultaneously hold a

part in place and install it

at the same time.

Screwdriving Gripper Mimics
Two-Handed Assembly

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology
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T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology
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T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology
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T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows
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T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology
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New Tech for Robotic Fastening

Five Things: Automatic Screwdriving

Robotic Screwdriving Mistakes to Avoid
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Ansan, Korea

Researchers have developed

a single end-of-arm tool that

can simultaneously hold a

part in place and install it

at the same time.

Screwdriving Gripper Mimics
Two-Handed Assembly

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology
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For more information on robotics and screwdriving, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

New Tech for Robotic Fastening

Five Things: Automatic Screwdriving

Robotic Screwdriving Mistakes to Avoid
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Researchers have developed

a single end-of-arm tool that

can simultaneously hold a

part in place and install it

at the same time.

Screwdriving Gripper Mimics
Two-Handed Assembly

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

o automate an assembly task that requires two hands, engineers have two options: one robot equipped with a tool changer

or two robots. Now, there may soon a third option. We have developed a single end-of-arm tool that can simultaneously

hold a part, such as a dowel or a long screw, in place and install it at the same time.

Furniture assembly is a good example of an application that could benefit from such an end-effector. Consider the process of

assembling a typical chair from IKEA. Many steps involve holding one part, such as a leg, while inserting another part, such as a

peg or a screw. It would be considerably inefficient to automate each assembly step using multiple robots.

Standard two- or three-finger grippers lack the degrees of freedom or the control to perform all three tasks—picking up a screw,

holding in place, and driving it.

Several studies have looked at using an anthropomorphic gripper for such tasks. Because they have a joint configuration similar

to that of the human hand, these grippers have a high degree of freedom and versatility. One study showed that such a gripper

could be used to turn a hex key—as long as the tool was already engaged with the fastener. The gripper could not perform the

entire screwdriving process.

We devised a robotic screwdriving gripper that mimics two-handed assembly by a person.

DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC

SCREWDRIVING END-EFFECTOR

Researchers have developed a robot end-effector that can pick up a screw, hold it in place, and drive it. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

To manipulate small objects, people use a pinch grasp. For large objects or objects requiring large force, they use a power grasp.

Hand manipulation is essential for pinching. In contrast, a power grasp rotates or changes direction using the wrists or arms,

because the degrees of freedom of the fingers are constrained. To drive a screw, a person pinches the screw with two or three

fingers to align it with the driver and the hole. Then, with the other hand, he uses a power grasp to drive the screw with a tool.

Our screwdriving gripper performs both these functions simultaneously. A single end-effector is divided into two parts: one for

grasping the screw and another for driving it.

The grasping part can grip objects such as screws and dowels. It comprises two fingers and a joint configuration of roll-yaw-

pitch-pitch. The yaw joint plays the role of pronation and supination of the human wrist. The roll joint provides both pinching and

lifting motions. The fingertips have a V-shaped groove for handling small cylindrical objects, such as screws. The groove helps

align the screw in the vertical direction without additional manipulation. It also prevents the screw from slipping.

To drive a screw, a person grasps a tool and rotates it using his wrist or arm. At the same time, he presses down onto the fastener

with enough force that tool won’t separate from the screw head. The screwdriving part of our end-effector performs this role

using a finger, a screwdriving motor, and a flexible link.

For a robot to install a screw, the driver and fastener must be aligned, and the tool needs to apply constant downward force. By

itself, the robot controller cannot maintain the distance between the screw head and driver. That’s bad, because an error can

damage the assembly or the gripper. The screwdriving part of our end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force

without a force sensor, using a flexible link structure.

The screwdriving part of the end-effector is designed to apply consistent contact force without a force sensor, using a flexible

link structure. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

The screwdriving finger is located at the top of the gripper and consists of a roll-pitch-pitch joint configuration with three

degrees of freedom. Two of the links are rigid. The last link, connected to the screwdriving motor, is flexible. The roll joint prevents

the screw from being stuck by rotating left and right. It also rotates the screwdriving finger by 180 degrees to enable the use of

the insert tip.

The screwdriving motor can equipped with a bit for driving screws or an insertion tip for installing wooden pegs. An alignment

guide attached to the outside of the bit makes it easy to connect with the screw.

A flexible link is mounted on both sides of the screwdriving finger, together with a link guide. The guide prevents the flexible link

from swinging left and right. It also provides up and down motion. The flexible link consists of several W shapes. It has a

protruding structure in contact with the link guide. This continuous W shape makes it a compliant element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact force without a precise force controller. It also prevents the screw and assembly from being stuck

while driving the screw by providing passive compliance.

To test their robotic screwdriving end-effector, the researchers devised a robotic cell to assemble a wooden chair. The cell is

equipped with three cobots. Two cobots, equipped with standard grippers, hold parts of the chair in place while the third cobot,

equipped with the screwdriving end-effector, installs screws. Photo courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

When a force is applied in the direction opposite to that of gravity, the flexible link bends in response. When the force is applied in

the direction of gravity, the link guide supports the protruded structure of the flexible link, which remains horizontal. Thus,

compliance can be changed according to the direction of operation. During screwdriving, the force acts in the direction opposite

to that of gravity, and the flexible link is bent. However, for installing pegs, force can be stably transmitted to the peg because the

insert tip is fixed.

The alignment guide mounted on the screwdriver comprises a guide and a sleeve connected by a spring-slide link. During

screwdriving, the sleeve is inserted into the alignment guide and it protrudes again when the screwdriving task is completed. The

inside of the guide sleeve has an oblique shape, which helps align the screw with the alignment guide when the grasping finger

inserts the screw into the screwdriving finger without precise position control.

The insert tip is attached to the back of the screwdriving actuator. It presses down on the peg to insert in the hole. The insert tip

is oblique, so that the peg and insert tip surfaces are at right angles.

Both the grasping part and the screwdriving part of the end-effector are powered with standard commercial servomotors with

built-in sensors. Only four wires are needed to control the motors and supply them with power. Each motor and the main

controller communicate via RS485.

All joints are serially connected. As a result, the end-effector can be modularized at the joint level. The modular joint structure is

easy to maintain, and the joint configuration of the finger can be changed easily.

The screwdriving part of our end-effector measures 25.7 centimeters long, 22.7 centimeters wide, and 16.9 centimeters tall. It

weighs approximately 1.5 kilograms. The sleeve of the alignment guide is made of transparent acrylic. The flexible link between

the screwdriver and fingertip material is ABS. It was made with a 3D printer.

ASSEMBLY WITH THE END-EFFECTOR

Insertion is a five-step process: determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision; grip the part; align

the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip; align the part with the hole; and drive the screw or push in the dowel.  Photo

courtesy Korea Institute of Industrial Technology

To assemble parts with our end-effector, position information is acquired using a vision system installed above the workbench.

The vision system locates randomly scattered objects, such as screws and dowels. It also determines the location of holes in the

parts. The robot uses a spiral search method to insert a peg or screw into the hole. This enables the robot to insert the part

without force feedback or passive compliance, and it can overcome the inevitable positional uncertainty of the parts.

Insertion is a five-step process:

Step 1. Determine the position and size of the screw or dowel using machine vision.

Step 2. Grip the part.

Step 3. Align the part with the driver bit or the insertion tip.

Step 4. Align the part with the hole.

Step 5. Drive the screw or push in the dowel.

The screwdriving process is monitored by a sensor built into the motor. An external torque sensor was not used. Before driving the

screw, the motor rotates back and forth to ensure bit engagement. Then the motor drives the screw at a constant velocity. The

motor shuts off when the sensor detects a dramatic change in motor velocity, which would indicate that the screw has been fully

seated.

TESTING THE CONCEPT

To test our robotic screwdriving end-effector, we devised a robotic cell

to assemble a wooden chair. Our cell is equipped with three six-axis

collaborative robots from Rainbow Robotics. Two cobots are equipped

with standard multifinger grippers. These cobots hold parts of the chair

in place while the third cobot, equipped with our screwdriving end-

effector, installs screws. A vision system is mounted above the

workbench to locate the parts. The screws are randomly placed on a

green plate for ease of recognition.

Our results indicate that it is possible for a team of robots to assemble a

wooden chair. Our screwdriving end-effector was able to reliably pick up

screws from the plate and install them.

A flexible link is mounted on both

sides of the screwdriving finger. Its

shape makes it a compliant

element. The flexible link allows

the driver to maintain contact

force without a precise force

controller. Photo courtesy Korea

Institute of Industrial Technology

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on robotics and screwdriving, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

New Tech for Robotic Fastening

Five Things: Automatic Screwdriving

Robotic Screwdriving Mistakes to Avoid
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

Jon Donner // General Manager
Fabrica Group, Nano Dimension // Waltham, MA

For the �rst time, additive manufacturing can rival

the tolerances that can be achieved via micro

molding.

Micro Additive
Manufacturing

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can

produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

W

orking at the vanguard of micro additive manufacturing (AM) for so many years, I have had time reflect about the role this

technology will play in the future of precision manufacturing.

AM has been a disruptive technology ever since it came onto the scene nearly 30 years ago. First, it disrupted the prototyping

stage of product development. Then, it disrupted manufacturing itself. AM is now a production technology that in many

situations is a cost-effective and speedy alternative to legacy manufacturing processes. At the same time, it is stimulating

development of geometrically complex and innovative parts, and it has become an enabler of mass customization.

Until recently, however, AM has struggled to find a foothold with precision or micro manufacturing. This was due to an inherent

lack of precision in industrial AM processes that could only be overcome by prohibitively expensive and extremely slow platforms.

Given the industrywide drive towards miniaturization of parts, the need for a viable, cost-effective and fast micro-AM process

was obvious. This was the impetus behind the development of our Fabrica 2.0 precision micro AM technology.

Through this technology, manufacturers can now reimagine how they produce precision micro parts and components. Fabrica 2.0

has changed the economics of manufacturing in numerous industry sectors worldwide.

BENEFITS OF MICRO AM

Two materials are used in micro AM. Precision N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. Precision N-900 is a

reinforced composite material. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

For the first time, AM can rival the tolerances that can be achieved via micro molding. This level of precision in AM brings

additional benefits, all of which combine to reduce prototyping and product development time for micro parts or micro molds.

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. As a result, the path to creating

innovative miniature parts quickly and cost-effectively is open to all industry sectors.

There is a limit to the ability to create complicated parts using traditional micro tooling. With increased complexity comes

increased cost, but not when using Fabrica 2.0 micro AM technology. Without the need for a physical tool, design engineers can

think out of the box and attain design goals that were previously unimaginable. Because AM is relatively agnostic to part

complexity, engineers can design and manufacture unique geometries. As such, Fabrica 2.0 can be true stimulator of innovation,

allowing engineers to design parts and features that were previously impossible to produce.

AM also has no set up costs. The time needed to acquire the tooling for traditional manufacturing processes can delay time to

market. It also makes such processes uneconomic for small- or medium-sized production runs. With AM technologies, small- and

medium-sized runs are cost-effective. Indeed, it’s the sweet spot for the technology.

Success with Fabrica 2.0 is measured in microns and hours. Micron-level detail can be achieved without the need to fabricate

tools. This means that you can have intricate and geometrically complex prototypes in a matter of hours.

Finally, AM allows for mass customization and personalization. And, manufacturers can use the same platform for prototyping,

small batches and mass production.

HOW IT WORKS

MultiVu used micro AM to make this tiny part for a digital camera. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

The Fabrica 2.0 combines the Digital Light Processor (DLP) engine with the use of adaptive optics. In conjunction with an array of

sensors, this allows for a closed feedback loop, which enables the attainment of micron-level accuracy while remaining cost-

effective as a manufacturing technology. Adaptive optics have been used in other areas of technology, but this is the first time

that they have been applied to AM.

In terms of software, Fabrica 2.0 has a multi-resolution strategy, meaning that areas where fine details are required are printed

relatively slowly, but areas where the details aren’t so exacting, the part is printed at speeds 10 to 100 times faster. The

technology also uses an algorithm family that focuses on file preparation, optimizing parameters, such as print angle, build plate

and supports.

Much work has been done on materials development, as well. Two key materials we use are Precision N-800 and Precision N-

900. N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. It is ideal for structural applications across various industries, such as

electronics, optics, automotive and aerospace. N-900 is a reinforced composite material. It can be used to make parts that are

nearly 100 percent ceramic at a resolution of 1 micron. It resists high temperatures and can be used for outdoor applications. It

also offers high wear resistance for longevity for enhanced performance in mechanical assemblies.

MICRO AM DELIVERS PERFECT

FIT FOR CAMERA COMPANY

Medical device startup AntiShock used micro AM to make small parts for this electro-optical sensing device. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

MultiVu is a unique Israeli start-up that is developing next-generation 3D imaging cameras. MultiVu’s technology is based on three

elements: a proprietary lens design, a unique optical filter, and deep-learning algorithms. The company’s first product is a

compact, single-sensor camera that can be used in mobile phones, medical devices, automotive applications and security

applications. MultiVu customizes the camera for each application.

When the company was working on its first fully functional prototype, the R&D team had to find a way to manufacture a variety

of small parts. One of those parts was a plastic element that is assembled between lenses. The part must fit perfectly with the

lenses to enable full functionality of the camera.

One option was to make the part using conventional AM technologies. But, they could meet the technical requirements of the

part. This was also the case for CNC machining. A third option was to produce the part using a small mold. However, the costs

would have been very high, since several molds would be needed to make the different designs to be tested. Molding would be

more relevant when the time came for mass production.

Micro AM technology from Nano Dimension solved the problem. Engineers at MultiVu were initially skeptical about the process.

They questioned the ability of any 3D printer to produce such a small part, in the right material, with the right mechanical

properties, and with the required precision and geometry.

After examining the CAD file of the part, Avi Cohen, vice president of the Nano Dimension’s Fabrica Group, accepted the

challenge. It took several attempts and a small adjustment in the design, but a first part was produced in just a few days.

Intrigued and amazed at how fast the first part was delivered, the MultiVu team assembled the part with the other elements of

the camera. The first tests showed there was an 85 percent fit of the part to the lenses.

With digital manufacturing, additional adjustments in the design were simple. It took an additional three iterations to get the

final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on additive manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Additive Manufacturing: The Quest for Automation

Five Things: Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing Helps Boom Supersonic Produce Complex Parts
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Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can

produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

W

orking at the vanguard of micro additive manufacturing (AM) for so many years, I have had time reflect about the role this

technology will play in the future of precision manufacturing.

AM has been a disruptive technology ever since it came onto the scene nearly 30 years ago. First, it disrupted the prototyping

stage of product development. Then, it disrupted manufacturing itself. AM is now a production technology that in many

situations is a cost-effective and speedy alternative to legacy manufacturing processes. At the same time, it is stimulating

development of geometrically complex and innovative parts, and it has become an enabler of mass customization.

Until recently, however, AM has struggled to find a foothold with precision or micro manufacturing. This was due to an inherent

lack of precision in industrial AM processes that could only be overcome by prohibitively expensive and extremely slow platforms.

Given the industrywide drive towards miniaturization of parts, the need for a viable, cost-effective and fast micro-AM process

was obvious. This was the impetus behind the development of our Fabrica 2.0 precision micro AM technology.

Through this technology, manufacturers can now reimagine how they produce precision micro parts and components. Fabrica 2.0

has changed the economics of manufacturing in numerous industry sectors worldwide.

BENEFITS OF MICRO AM

Two materials are used in micro AM. Precision N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. Precision N-900 is a

reinforced composite material. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

For the first time, AM can rival the tolerances that can be achieved via micro molding. This level of precision in AM brings

additional benefits, all of which combine to reduce prototyping and product development time for micro parts or micro molds.

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. As a result, the path to creating

innovative miniature parts quickly and cost-effectively is open to all industry sectors.

There is a limit to the ability to create complicated parts using traditional micro tooling. With increased complexity comes

increased cost, but not when using Fabrica 2.0 micro AM technology. Without the need for a physical tool, design engineers can

think out of the box and attain design goals that were previously unimaginable. Because AM is relatively agnostic to part

complexity, engineers can design and manufacture unique geometries. As such, Fabrica 2.0 can be true stimulator of innovation,

allowing engineers to design parts and features that were previously impossible to produce.

AM also has no set up costs. The time needed to acquire the tooling for traditional manufacturing processes can delay time to

market. It also makes such processes uneconomic for small- or medium-sized production runs. With AM technologies, small- and

medium-sized runs are cost-effective. Indeed, it’s the sweet spot for the technology.

Success with Fabrica 2.0 is measured in microns and hours. Micron-level detail can be achieved without the need to fabricate

tools. This means that you can have intricate and geometrically complex prototypes in a matter of hours.

Finally, AM allows for mass customization and personalization. And, manufacturers can use the same platform for prototyping,

small batches and mass production.

HOW IT WORKS

MultiVu used micro AM to make this tiny part for a digital camera. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

The Fabrica 2.0 combines the Digital Light Processor (DLP) engine with the use of adaptive optics. In conjunction with an array of

sensors, this allows for a closed feedback loop, which enables the attainment of micron-level accuracy while remaining cost-

effective as a manufacturing technology. Adaptive optics have been used in other areas of technology, but this is the first time

that they have been applied to AM.

In terms of software, Fabrica 2.0 has a multi-resolution strategy, meaning that areas where fine details are required are printed

relatively slowly, but areas where the details aren’t so exacting, the part is printed at speeds 10 to 100 times faster. The

technology also uses an algorithm family that focuses on file preparation, optimizing parameters, such as print angle, build plate

and supports.

Much work has been done on materials development, as well. Two key materials we use are Precision N-800 and Precision N-

900. N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. It is ideal for structural applications across various industries, such as

electronics, optics, automotive and aerospace. N-900 is a reinforced composite material. It can be used to make parts that are

nearly 100 percent ceramic at a resolution of 1 micron. It resists high temperatures and can be used for outdoor applications. It

also offers high wear resistance for longevity for enhanced performance in mechanical assemblies.

MICRO AM DELIVERS PERFECT

FIT FOR CAMERA COMPANY

Medical device startup AntiShock used micro AM to make small parts for this electro-optical sensing device. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

MultiVu is a unique Israeli start-up that is developing next-generation 3D imaging cameras. MultiVu’s technology is based on three

elements: a proprietary lens design, a unique optical filter, and deep-learning algorithms. The company’s first product is a

compact, single-sensor camera that can be used in mobile phones, medical devices, automotive applications and security

applications. MultiVu customizes the camera for each application.

When the company was working on its first fully functional prototype, the R&D team had to find a way to manufacture a variety

of small parts. One of those parts was a plastic element that is assembled between lenses. The part must fit perfectly with the

lenses to enable full functionality of the camera.

One option was to make the part using conventional AM technologies. But, they could meet the technical requirements of the

part. This was also the case for CNC machining. A third option was to produce the part using a small mold. However, the costs

would have been very high, since several molds would be needed to make the different designs to be tested. Molding would be

more relevant when the time came for mass production.

Micro AM technology from Nano Dimension solved the problem. Engineers at MultiVu were initially skeptical about the process.

They questioned the ability of any 3D printer to produce such a small part, in the right material, with the right mechanical

properties, and with the required precision and geometry.

After examining the CAD file of the part, Avi Cohen, vice president of the Nano Dimension’s Fabrica Group, accepted the

challenge. It took several attempts and a small adjustment in the design, but a first part was produced in just a few days.

Intrigued and amazed at how fast the first part was delivered, the MultiVu team assembled the part with the other elements of

the camera. The first tests showed there was an 85 percent fit of the part to the lenses.

With digital manufacturing, additional adjustments in the design were simple. It took an additional three iterations to get the

final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on additive manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Additive Manufacturing: The Quest for Automation

Five Things: Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing Helps Boom Supersonic Produce Complex Parts
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Fabrica Group, Nano Dimension // Waltham, MA

For the �rst time, additive manufacturing can rival

the tolerances that can be achieved via micro

molding.

Micro Additive
Manufacturing

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can

produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

W

orking at the vanguard of micro additive manufacturing (AM) for so many years, I have had time reflect about the role this

technology will play in the future of precision manufacturing.

AM has been a disruptive technology ever since it came onto the scene nearly 30 years ago. First, it disrupted the prototyping

stage of product development. Then, it disrupted manufacturing itself. AM is now a production technology that in many

situations is a cost-effective and speedy alternative to legacy manufacturing processes. At the same time, it is stimulating

development of geometrically complex and innovative parts, and it has become an enabler of mass customization.

Until recently, however, AM has struggled to find a foothold with precision or micro manufacturing. This was due to an inherent

lack of precision in industrial AM processes that could only be overcome by prohibitively expensive and extremely slow platforms.

Given the industrywide drive towards miniaturization of parts, the need for a viable, cost-effective and fast micro-AM process

was obvious. This was the impetus behind the development of our Fabrica 2.0 precision micro AM technology.

Through this technology, manufacturers can now reimagine how they produce precision micro parts and components. Fabrica 2.0

has changed the economics of manufacturing in numerous industry sectors worldwide.

BENEFITS OF MICRO AM

Two materials are used in micro AM. Precision N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. Precision N-900 is a

reinforced composite material. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

For the first time, AM can rival the tolerances that can be achieved via micro molding. This level of precision in AM brings

additional benefits, all of which combine to reduce prototyping and product development time for micro parts or micro molds.

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. As a result, the path to creating

innovative miniature parts quickly and cost-effectively is open to all industry sectors.

There is a limit to the ability to create complicated parts using traditional micro tooling. With increased complexity comes

increased cost, but not when using Fabrica 2.0 micro AM technology. Without the need for a physical tool, design engineers can

think out of the box and attain design goals that were previously unimaginable. Because AM is relatively agnostic to part

complexity, engineers can design and manufacture unique geometries. As such, Fabrica 2.0 can be true stimulator of innovation,

allowing engineers to design parts and features that were previously impossible to produce.

AM also has no set up costs. The time needed to acquire the tooling for traditional manufacturing processes can delay time to

market. It also makes such processes uneconomic for small- or medium-sized production runs. With AM technologies, small- and

medium-sized runs are cost-effective. Indeed, it’s the sweet spot for the technology.

Success with Fabrica 2.0 is measured in microns and hours. Micron-level detail can be achieved without the need to fabricate

tools. This means that you can have intricate and geometrically complex prototypes in a matter of hours.

Finally, AM allows for mass customization and personalization. And, manufacturers can use the same platform for prototyping,

small batches and mass production.

HOW IT WORKS

MultiVu used micro AM to make this tiny part for a digital camera. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

The Fabrica 2.0 combines the Digital Light Processor (DLP) engine with the use of adaptive optics. In conjunction with an array of

sensors, this allows for a closed feedback loop, which enables the attainment of micron-level accuracy while remaining cost-

effective as a manufacturing technology. Adaptive optics have been used in other areas of technology, but this is the first time

that they have been applied to AM.

In terms of software, Fabrica 2.0 has a multi-resolution strategy, meaning that areas where fine details are required are printed

relatively slowly, but areas where the details aren’t so exacting, the part is printed at speeds 10 to 100 times faster. The

technology also uses an algorithm family that focuses on file preparation, optimizing parameters, such as print angle, build plate

and supports.

Much work has been done on materials development, as well. Two key materials we use are Precision N-800 and Precision N-

900. N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. It is ideal for structural applications across various industries, such as

electronics, optics, automotive and aerospace. N-900 is a reinforced composite material. It can be used to make parts that are

nearly 100 percent ceramic at a resolution of 1 micron. It resists high temperatures and can be used for outdoor applications. It

also offers high wear resistance for longevity for enhanced performance in mechanical assemblies.

MICRO AM DELIVERS PERFECT

FIT FOR CAMERA COMPANY

Medical device startup AntiShock used micro AM to make small parts for this electro-optical sensing device. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

MultiVu is a unique Israeli start-up that is developing next-generation 3D imaging cameras. MultiVu’s technology is based on three

elements: a proprietary lens design, a unique optical filter, and deep-learning algorithms. The company’s first product is a

compact, single-sensor camera that can be used in mobile phones, medical devices, automotive applications and security

applications. MultiVu customizes the camera for each application.

When the company was working on its first fully functional prototype, the R&D team had to find a way to manufacture a variety

of small parts. One of those parts was a plastic element that is assembled between lenses. The part must fit perfectly with the

lenses to enable full functionality of the camera.

One option was to make the part using conventional AM technologies. But, they could meet the technical requirements of the

part. This was also the case for CNC machining. A third option was to produce the part using a small mold. However, the costs

would have been very high, since several molds would be needed to make the different designs to be tested. Molding would be

more relevant when the time came for mass production.

Micro AM technology from Nano Dimension solved the problem. Engineers at MultiVu were initially skeptical about the process.

They questioned the ability of any 3D printer to produce such a small part, in the right material, with the right mechanical

properties, and with the required precision and geometry.

After examining the CAD file of the part, Avi Cohen, vice president of the Nano Dimension’s Fabrica Group, accepted the

challenge. It took several attempts and a small adjustment in the design, but a first part was produced in just a few days.

Intrigued and amazed at how fast the first part was delivered, the MultiVu team assembled the part with the other elements of

the camera. The first tests showed there was an 85 percent fit of the part to the lenses.

With digital manufacturing, additional adjustments in the design were simple. It took an additional three iterations to get the

final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on additive manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Additive Manufacturing: The Quest for Automation

Five Things: Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing Helps Boom Supersonic Produce Complex Parts
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For the �rst time, additive manufacturing can rival

the tolerances that can be achieved via micro

molding.

Micro Additive
Manufacturing

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can

produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

W

orking at the vanguard of micro additive manufacturing (AM) for so many years, I have had time reflect about the role this

technology will play in the future of precision manufacturing.

AM has been a disruptive technology ever since it came onto the scene nearly 30 years ago. First, it disrupted the prototyping

stage of product development. Then, it disrupted manufacturing itself. AM is now a production technology that in many

situations is a cost-effective and speedy alternative to legacy manufacturing processes. At the same time, it is stimulating

development of geometrically complex and innovative parts, and it has become an enabler of mass customization.

Until recently, however, AM has struggled to find a foothold with precision or micro manufacturing. This was due to an inherent

lack of precision in industrial AM processes that could only be overcome by prohibitively expensive and extremely slow platforms.

Given the industrywide drive towards miniaturization of parts, the need for a viable, cost-effective and fast micro-AM process

was obvious. This was the impetus behind the development of our Fabrica 2.0 precision micro AM technology.

Through this technology, manufacturers can now reimagine how they produce precision micro parts and components. Fabrica 2.0

has changed the economics of manufacturing in numerous industry sectors worldwide.

BENEFITS OF MICRO AM

Two materials are used in micro AM. Precision N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. Precision N-900 is a

reinforced composite material. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

For the first time, AM can rival the tolerances that can be achieved via micro molding. This level of precision in AM brings

additional benefits, all of which combine to reduce prototyping and product development time for micro parts or micro molds.

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. As a result, the path to creating

innovative miniature parts quickly and cost-effectively is open to all industry sectors.

There is a limit to the ability to create complicated parts using traditional micro tooling. With increased complexity comes

increased cost, but not when using Fabrica 2.0 micro AM technology. Without the need for a physical tool, design engineers can

think out of the box and attain design goals that were previously unimaginable. Because AM is relatively agnostic to part

complexity, engineers can design and manufacture unique geometries. As such, Fabrica 2.0 can be true stimulator of innovation,

allowing engineers to design parts and features that were previously impossible to produce.

AM also has no set up costs. The time needed to acquire the tooling for traditional manufacturing processes can delay time to

market. It also makes such processes uneconomic for small- or medium-sized production runs. With AM technologies, small- and

medium-sized runs are cost-effective. Indeed, it’s the sweet spot for the technology.

Success with Fabrica 2.0 is measured in microns and hours. Micron-level detail can be achieved without the need to fabricate

tools. This means that you can have intricate and geometrically complex prototypes in a matter of hours.

Finally, AM allows for mass customization and personalization. And, manufacturers can use the same platform for prototyping,

small batches and mass production.

HOW IT WORKS

MultiVu used micro AM to make this tiny part for a digital camera. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

The Fabrica 2.0 combines the Digital Light Processor (DLP) engine with the use of adaptive optics. In conjunction with an array of

sensors, this allows for a closed feedback loop, which enables the attainment of micron-level accuracy while remaining cost-

effective as a manufacturing technology. Adaptive optics have been used in other areas of technology, but this is the first time

that they have been applied to AM.

In terms of software, Fabrica 2.0 has a multi-resolution strategy, meaning that areas where fine details are required are printed

relatively slowly, but areas where the details aren’t so exacting, the part is printed at speeds 10 to 100 times faster. The

technology also uses an algorithm family that focuses on file preparation, optimizing parameters, such as print angle, build plate

and supports.

Much work has been done on materials development, as well. Two key materials we use are Precision N-800 and Precision N-

900. N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. It is ideal for structural applications across various industries, such as

electronics, optics, automotive and aerospace. N-900 is a reinforced composite material. It can be used to make parts that are

nearly 100 percent ceramic at a resolution of 1 micron. It resists high temperatures and can be used for outdoor applications. It

also offers high wear resistance for longevity for enhanced performance in mechanical assemblies.

MICRO AM DELIVERS PERFECT

FIT FOR CAMERA COMPANY

Medical device startup AntiShock used micro AM to make small parts for this electro-optical sensing device. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

MultiVu is a unique Israeli start-up that is developing next-generation 3D imaging cameras. MultiVu’s technology is based on three

elements: a proprietary lens design, a unique optical filter, and deep-learning algorithms. The company’s first product is a

compact, single-sensor camera that can be used in mobile phones, medical devices, automotive applications and security

applications. MultiVu customizes the camera for each application.

When the company was working on its first fully functional prototype, the R&D team had to find a way to manufacture a variety

of small parts. One of those parts was a plastic element that is assembled between lenses. The part must fit perfectly with the

lenses to enable full functionality of the camera.

One option was to make the part using conventional AM technologies. But, they could meet the technical requirements of the

part. This was also the case for CNC machining. A third option was to produce the part using a small mold. However, the costs

would have been very high, since several molds would be needed to make the different designs to be tested. Molding would be

more relevant when the time came for mass production.

Micro AM technology from Nano Dimension solved the problem. Engineers at MultiVu were initially skeptical about the process.

They questioned the ability of any 3D printer to produce such a small part, in the right material, with the right mechanical

properties, and with the required precision and geometry.

After examining the CAD file of the part, Avi Cohen, vice president of the Nano Dimension’s Fabrica Group, accepted the

challenge. It took several attempts and a small adjustment in the design, but a first part was produced in just a few days.

Intrigued and amazed at how fast the first part was delivered, the MultiVu team assembled the part with the other elements of

the camera. The first tests showed there was an 85 percent fit of the part to the lenses.

With digital manufacturing, additional adjustments in the design were simple. It took an additional three iterations to get the

final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.
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Jon Donner // General Manager
Fabrica Group, Nano Dimension // Waltham, MA

For the �rst time, additive manufacturing can rival

the tolerances that can be achieved via micro

molding.

Micro Additive
Manufacturing

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can

produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

W

orking at the vanguard of micro additive manufacturing (AM) for so many years, I have had time reflect about the role this

technology will play in the future of precision manufacturing.

AM has been a disruptive technology ever since it came onto the scene nearly 30 years ago. First, it disrupted the prototyping

stage of product development. Then, it disrupted manufacturing itself. AM is now a production technology that in many

situations is a cost-effective and speedy alternative to legacy manufacturing processes. At the same time, it is stimulating

development of geometrically complex and innovative parts, and it has become an enabler of mass customization.

Until recently, however, AM has struggled to find a foothold with precision or micro manufacturing. This was due to an inherent

lack of precision in industrial AM processes that could only be overcome by prohibitively expensive and extremely slow platforms.

Given the industrywide drive towards miniaturization of parts, the need for a viable, cost-effective and fast micro-AM process

was obvious. This was the impetus behind the development of our Fabrica 2.0 precision micro AM technology.

Through this technology, manufacturers can now reimagine how they produce precision micro parts and components. Fabrica 2.0

has changed the economics of manufacturing in numerous industry sectors worldwide.

BENEFITS OF MICRO AM

Two materials are used in micro AM. Precision N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. Precision N-900 is a

reinforced composite material. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

For the first time, AM can rival the tolerances that can be achieved via micro molding. This level of precision in AM brings

additional benefits, all of which combine to reduce prototyping and product development time for micro parts or micro molds.

Fabrica 2.0 builds additively in 1.5 micron layers and can produce parts with a 1-micron resolution. As a result, the path to creating

innovative miniature parts quickly and cost-effectively is open to all industry sectors.

There is a limit to the ability to create complicated parts using traditional micro tooling. With increased complexity comes

increased cost, but not when using Fabrica 2.0 micro AM technology. Without the need for a physical tool, design engineers can

think out of the box and attain design goals that were previously unimaginable. Because AM is relatively agnostic to part

complexity, engineers can design and manufacture unique geometries. As such, Fabrica 2.0 can be true stimulator of innovation,

allowing engineers to design parts and features that were previously impossible to produce.

AM also has no set up costs. The time needed to acquire the tooling for traditional manufacturing processes can delay time to

market. It also makes such processes uneconomic for small- or medium-sized production runs. With AM technologies, small- and

medium-sized runs are cost-effective. Indeed, it’s the sweet spot for the technology.

Success with Fabrica 2.0 is measured in microns and hours. Micron-level detail can be achieved without the need to fabricate

tools. This means that you can have intricate and geometrically complex prototypes in a matter of hours.

Finally, AM allows for mass customization and personalization. And, manufacturers can use the same platform for prototyping,

small batches and mass production.

HOW IT WORKS

MultiVu used micro AM to make this tiny part for a digital camera. Photo courtesy Nano Dimension

The Fabrica 2.0 combines the Digital Light Processor (DLP) engine with the use of adaptive optics. In conjunction with an array of

sensors, this allows for a closed feedback loop, which enables the attainment of micron-level accuracy while remaining cost-

effective as a manufacturing technology. Adaptive optics have been used in other areas of technology, but this is the first time

that they have been applied to AM.

In terms of software, Fabrica 2.0 has a multi-resolution strategy, meaning that areas where fine details are required are printed

relatively slowly, but areas where the details aren’t so exacting, the part is printed at speeds 10 to 100 times faster. The

technology also uses an algorithm family that focuses on file preparation, optimizing parameters, such as print angle, build plate

and supports.

Much work has been done on materials development, as well. Two key materials we use are Precision N-800 and Precision N-

900. N-800 is like ABS, combining strength and flexibility. It is ideal for structural applications across various industries, such as

electronics, optics, automotive and aerospace. N-900 is a reinforced composite material. It can be used to make parts that are

nearly 100 percent ceramic at a resolution of 1 micron. It resists high temperatures and can be used for outdoor applications. It

also offers high wear resistance for longevity for enhanced performance in mechanical assemblies.

MICRO AM DELIVERS PERFECT

FIT FOR CAMERA COMPANY

Medical device startup AntiShock used micro AM to make small parts for this electro-optical sensing device. Photo courtesy

Nano Dimension

MultiVu is a unique Israeli start-up that is developing next-generation 3D imaging cameras. MultiVu’s technology is based on three

elements: a proprietary lens design, a unique optical filter, and deep-learning algorithms. The company’s first product is a

compact, single-sensor camera that can be used in mobile phones, medical devices, automotive applications and security

applications. MultiVu customizes the camera for each application.

When the company was working on its first fully functional prototype, the R&D team had to find a way to manufacture a variety

of small parts. One of those parts was a plastic element that is assembled between lenses. The part must fit perfectly with the

lenses to enable full functionality of the camera.

One option was to make the part using conventional AM technologies. But, they could meet the technical requirements of the

part. This was also the case for CNC machining. A third option was to produce the part using a small mold. However, the costs

would have been very high, since several molds would be needed to make the different designs to be tested. Molding would be

more relevant when the time came for mass production.

Micro AM technology from Nano Dimension solved the problem. Engineers at MultiVu were initially skeptical about the process.

They questioned the ability of any 3D printer to produce such a small part, in the right material, with the right mechanical

properties, and with the required precision and geometry.

After examining the CAD file of the part, Avi Cohen, vice president of the Nano Dimension’s Fabrica Group, accepted the

challenge. It took several attempts and a small adjustment in the design, but a first part was produced in just a few days.

Intrigued and amazed at how fast the first part was delivered, the MultiVu team assembled the part with the other elements of

the camera. The first tests showed there was an 85 percent fit of the part to the lenses.

With digital manufacturing, additional adjustments in the design were simple. It took an additional three iterations to get the

final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on additive manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Additive Manufacturing: The Quest for Automation

Five Things: Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing Helps Boom Supersonic Produce Complex Parts
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final part and to conduct another lab test, but the result was a perfect fit.

In this case, the biggest advantage of micro AM was that no other manufacturing technology could produce the part. This

enabled MultiVu to pass an important hurdle in the development phase of its prototype.

The second advantage was that micro AM could make such a small part for less than $50, in a functional material, with the

required details, accuracy and geometry, and in a very short time frame.

Finally, micro AM allows MultiVu’s to stay flexible when developing future products. Each camera prototype will be assembled

from different parts, and no other manufacturing technology could support such a development process.

For more information on micro AM, visit www.nano-di.com.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on additive manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Additive Manufacturing: The Quest for Automation

Five Things: Additive Manufacturing

Additive Manufacturing Helps Boom Supersonic Produce Complex Parts
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Gain Control Over Your
Manufacturing Process

ncluding Orbitform’s Process Intelligence Packages will improve

quality and reduce scrap on forming, riveting, and assembly

equipment.

Monitoring Packages
Force – Internal mounted load cell package provides force

monitoring of the process as the head advances to process the

workpiece.

Distance – Internal mounted LVDT package provides stroke

monitoring of the head as it advances to process the workpiece.

Pre-Form Stack up Height Verification – Internal mounted LVDT

and load cell packages, along with a programmable height sensing

pressure pad, are used in conjunction to validate the pre-form stick-

out height of the workpiece.

Detecting Workpiece Presence – Using the same machine set-up

as “force monitoring” or “pre-form stack-up height” condition as

described above, the presence of the workpiece can be detected

every cycle.

Multiple Z-Axis Forming Positions – Orbitform’s Servo Z-axis control

package and our Servo Riveters provide the capability to process

workpieces at different height positions.

Control Packages
Form to a Force – Internal mounted load cell package, this feature

can complete the process cycle upon achieving a set process force.

Form to a Distance - Internal mounted LVDT package, this feature

provides the capability to complete the process cycle upon

achieving a set advanced position of the head.

Form to a “Form Collapse” – Internal mounted load cell and LVDT

packages, along with our programmable height sensing pressure pad and

motor clutch/brake package; upon tooling contact of the workpiece

during low pressure or low-speed head advancement, this position

becomes “0”, and then the head advances to the set “form

collapse” position and then retracts.

More information included in our blog article.

Orbitform

517-787-9447

sales@orbitform.com

www.orbitform.com
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Johannes Winter // Chief Strategy Ofcer //

National Academy Of Science And Engineering

// Munich, Germany

Manufacturers have made

signi�cant progress in digital

transformation, but more work

remains to be done.

Towards the Next Decade
of Industry 4.0

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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Manufacturers have made

signi�cant progress in digital

transformation, but more work

remains to be done.

Towards the Next Decade
of Industry 4.0

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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National Academy Of Science And Engineering

// Munich, Germany

Manufacturers have made

signi�cant progress in digital

transformation, but more work

remains to be done.

Towards the Next Decade
of Industry 4.0

Photo courtesy EvilWata, Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus

T

en years ago, in Germany, researchers from computer science, engineering, economics and other disciplines, as well as

representatives from industry and the service sector, presented a concept for the future of industrial value creation and

customer-specific mass production that resonated globally. That concept became known as Industry 4.0.

Since then, manufacturers have made significant progress in digital transformation.

But, more work remains to be done. There are three areas in particular where more progress is needed: sovereignty and resilience

of value networks, open-source technology, and the strategic combination of digitalization and sustainability.

SOVEREIGNTY

DataSpace Industrie 4.0 is an initiative for a sovereign European industrial data ecosystem. Photo courtesy National Academy of

Science and Engineering

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. For example, Germany, like most countries, is highly

dependent on raw materials, predominantly from the Far East.

The digitalization of industry has created new dependencies, predominantly from the U.S., where most of the technology

companies delivering services for industry, such as Microsoft, Amazon and Oracle, are located. Under the presidency of Donald J.

Trump, the U.S. gradually turned away from Europe as its primary geostrategic and economic partner. Even though it might have

been a temporary phenomenon, it highlighted the importance of technological sovereignty for the EU and Germany in terms of

economic policy. This has been recognized by policymakers, who now emphasize the importance of economic sovereignty in

general and Industry 4.0 in particular. Whereas technological sovereignty demands government action to ensure independence

on a macroeconomic level, on a microeconomic level, individual companies need to operationalize this strategic directive by

becoming more resilient.

The resilience of value networks requires specific attention. As in the U.S., the COVID-19 pandemic unveiled the dependency of

German industry on global value chains. The Russian invasion in Ukraine has led to shortages of semiconductors and cable

harnesses, and it has caused oil and electricity price explosions. German industrial companies have not been resilient in the face

of these crises. To increase the resilience of its value networks, German industry must become more robust and agile. Three

measures can help: adoption of value creation networks; safe and secure data integration; and reliance on Industry 4.0

technologies.

The paradigm of single sourcing coupled with just-in-time delivery caused a production standstill during the COVID-19 pandemic.

German industry still depends on global value chains. Indeed, 43 percent of Germany’s net exports are only generated because it

is embedded in global value chains. This dependency must be reduced.

A short-term cure is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. In addition, manufacturers need to

diversify their supply base. In the event of a catastrophe—for example, in the event of economic lock-down measures in one

production country—manufacturers can quickly switch production to other countries. This will mitigate supply-side risk, but it will

lead to higher costs.

A medium-term approach is a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream value chain in the sales market. By

synchronizing supply- and demand-oriented risks in sales markets, only the respective regional clusters are affected in the event

of a disaster. This mitigates the risk of supply chain disruptions. At the same time, resources are duplicated to a much greater

extent, causing efficiency losses. This may provide more resilience, but it will be unable to counter increasing uncertainty and

pressure for change in the market environment.

Smart farming services as an example of the potential for synergy between digital transformation and sustainability

initiatives. Photo courtesy National Academy of Science and Engineering

In the long run, the monolithic and highly optimized value chains of the present could be gradually replaced by resilient and

adaptive value creation networks—multiple sourcing based on regional local-for-local strategies; the creation of redundancies to

allow for flexible reaction to crises; and a diversification and continuous evaluation of the supplier base as part of risk and

sustainability management.

Based on the paradigm of co-creation, value creation networks require data infrastructure that allows companies to collaborate

seamlessly to develop and strengthen resilient business models that, on a macroeconomic level, promise to increase digital

sovereignty. The German Platform Industry 4.0 drives such an attempt with its European Data Space Industry 4.0, building a

data infrastructure for companies from German industry and the information and communications technology (ICT) sector.

These data spaces increase digital sovereignty as well as data sovereignty, enabling the secure, decentralized and self-

determined exchange, collection, analysis and sharing of data. They form the basis for new, highly scalable, data-driven, and

platform-based business models—one of the focus points in the next decade of Industry 4.0.

Next to the establishment of value creation networks, data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Our analysis

indicates that this is currently not achieved in practice. Small- and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, face problems with

data management. They require support and an innovative data ecosystem. Data integration requires platforms where

standardized data exchange can be enabled. Real-time monitoring of procurement, logistics, production and sales processes

allows for optimization of processes. This data could also be integrated into data exchange platforms and could train self-

learning AI models for an industrywide optimization of production.

Industrywide implementation of Industry 4.0 technologies is key. Software-based risk management is required for resilient and

adaptive value creation. Big data analytics and AI are the basic technologies for reaching the paradigm of the smart factory.

Digital twins require industrywide penetration. Only if industry applies these technologies can it future-proof for the next decade

of Industry 4.0.

INTEROPERABILITY

Globalization has increased interdependencies in global value chains. Photo courtesy Continental AG

Achieving the goal of AI-driven smart factories and platform-based business models will requires the establishment of an

innovative ecosystem where companies and customers interact seamlessly. To reduce transaction costs, interoperability will be

key. In the first 10 years of Industry 4.0, significant initiatives were started. The GAIA-X project aims at developing a safe and

interconnected data infrastructure for a European digital ecosystem, with industry sitting at its heart establishing guidelines and

a standard architecture framework contributing to cross-sector interoperability. Industry-specific interoperability has also been

improved by the launch of RAMI 4.0 as an international industry-specific standardization and reference architecture for Industry

4.0; the coordination of the standardization of Industry 4.0 by the Standardization Council Industry 4.0; the establishment of

OPC UA as a standard for interoperable interfaces for AI-driven production; and the launch of the administration asset shell.

For the next decade of Industry 4.0, open-source software (OSS) will play a pivotal role in implementing new platform-based

business models. Already at the beginning of the 2020s, OSS contributes €65 billion to €95 billion to the EU’s GDP, and it

promises significant growth opportunities in the future, especially for Industry 4.0. OSS could even be applied to enhance

interoperability, as demonstrated by BaSyx-middleware.

Currently, economywide motivations for participating in OSS mainly lie in the need to find technical solutions, avoid vendor lock-

in—a factor that is also relevant for technological sovereignty—and build knowledge in high-quality coding. At the same time, as

OSS builds on voluntary contributors, its cost–benefit ratio is a highly promising driver for value creation. For every euro invested,

a €12 value creation is achieved. This is a significant lever, especially for SMEs in the industry, given the cost pressures they are

facing.

A short-term cure is to supply chain disruptions is to rethink the just-in-time paradigm and maintain larger inventories. Photo

courtesy MTU Aero Engines

However, to exploit this lever across the breadth of the manufacturing sector, further advancements for OSS from a

technological, regulatory and innovation perspective are required. Within companies, OSS must be integrated as an elementary

step in value creation. This begins with the development and the communication of an open-source strategy developed by an

interdisciplinary team creating acceptance and support in the workforce. It should be embedded in a top-level vision and

strategy, which could imply the application of open-source to create standards, to boost business model strategies, or to gain

competencies in core technologies.

Establishment of an Open-Source Program Office (OSPO) should boost implementation. As the central business unit responsible

for open source processes, the OSPO would be responsible for quality management, checking license compatibilities and OSS

integrity with intellectual property, and qualifying employees to develop OSS. Senior management needs to ensure the

establishment of an open-source mindset in the workforce and create communities for open-source development.

Additionally, OSS must be crosschecked continuously. It is recommended that OSS should only be developed for non-IP-relevant

products, processes or code. It should not be attached to the primary value proposition of a company. If the latter did occur, a

company would cannibalize its market position. This indicates the need for continuous adaptation of and reflection on business

models.

In industrial policy, open-source has played an important role. However, European governments have taken a more laissez-faire

approach, and today, the EU is on the back foot when it comes to capabilities in this area. As a result, the public sector should

establish OSPOs, publicly fund R&D projects related to open-source more intensively, support entrepreneurial activities around

OSS, and build a European ecosystem around OSS.

SUSTAINABILITY

To become more resilient, many manufacturers are adopting a local-for-local strategy: locating production and the upstream

value chain in the sales market. Photo courtesy Haier Home Appliances

The need for sustainable manufacturing is more important than ever in view of global socioeconomic inequality and the climate

crisis. German industry is the second biggest producer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions beyond the energy sector. Thus, the

German government has set ambitious goals to reduce the ecological footprint of the industrial sector. GHG neutrality should be

achieved by 2045.

Industry 4.0 can play a key role in meeting this goal. The smart factory promises to reduce emissions and increase energy

efficiency by optimizing resource consumption. However, rebound effects, such as overproduction and overconsumption caused

by a more efficient smart factory, could increase the ecological footprint of German industry. The same holds for AI. According to

a recent analysis, AI contributes positively to 139 of 169 indicators of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN

SDGs), but it adversely affects 59 of those indicators.

To exploit the positive effects of ICT while mitigating its negative effects on sustainability, a strategic combination of

digitalization and sustainability is required to create win-win scenarios for the economy, ecology and society. “Digitainability,” a

strategic perspective on Industry 4.0 based on circular economies and sustainable business models, should be the goal.

A sustainability strategy for Industry 4.0 would consist of five stages: status and stakeholder assessment, sustainability target

setting, impact check, adoption of technological strategy, and implementation and continuation.

Data integration is a prerequisite for a resilient Industry 4.0. Photo courtesy Claas

Tractor

In the first stage, status and stakeholder assessment, manufacturers would evaluate the current value chain, conduct stakeholder

analyses, and assess the impact of ICT on a company’s sustainability. This will identify the critical areas that require attention in

sustainability management.

Step 2, sustainability target setting, includes operationalizing a company’s sustainability vision in measurable dimensions. These

dimensions include economic, ecological and social sustainability.

Step 3, impact check, assesses where action is needed in the creation and design of products, services or processes in the

company, and how measures need to be designed so that they contribute to these sustainability targets. The UN SDGs are a

good reference point in this regard.

Step 4, adoption, is the merging of the sustainability strategy with the digitalization strategy. Here, companies apply ICT only in

those areas where they are creating benefits. They need to assess how their products, processes or services can be optimized,

and how new sustainable business models based on AI and other ICT could be developed.

In step 5, implementation and continuation, it is important to create a “digitainability” mindset within an industrial company. This

includes employee-related measures regarding the use of digital technologies in the company and the permanent integration of

the company’s individual sustainability goals into the company organization.

Strategically merging sustainability and Industry 4.0 offers potential for companies to create new and resilient value creation

networks or to even design sustainable platform-based business models that promise to increase and solidify revenue streams.

If companies become that innovative, it will create market opportunities for German and European industry to position itself as a

market leader regarding sustainable services and products. Given a sufficient level of interoperability, such an ecosystem would

promise to strengthen the sovereignty of German and European industry.
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ADVERTISEMENT

T

LEMAX mini vacuum
pump guarantees value
addition for robotic
vacuum handling
applications

he LEMAX mini vacuum pump fulfills vacuum handling needs

through its lean design, air saving technology, and faster

evacuation time. In comparison to traditional solutions for high-

speed vacuum handling applications, LEMAX comes in a single

block with all integrated functions while offering the possibility to

customize the module to application demands. LEMAX’s

intelligent pressure regulation and air saving control results in

substantial energy savings compared to a traditional vacuum

generator.

The LEMAX mini vacuum pump integrates all necessary functions

such as electro pilots, valves both vacuum and blow-off, silencer,

and anti-return valve, allowing the user to save time in identifying,

selecting and installing several modules to suit the application

demands.

Thanks to its lean design combined with two integrated M8

connections, users can plug in and start the operation while

eliminating the various steps of mounting and cabling. This is

useful not only for the OEMs in packaging and plastic molding

industry but also to end-users, saving them time and procurement

costs.

The analogue output of the vacuum switch with a digital display

screen allows for easy adjustment and usage of the module.

Unlike traditional regulating pumps, the LEMAX automatically

detects the porous nature of the product surface and optimizes

vacuum generation to offer the ideal vacuum output required for

the application. This unique feature allows the user to anticipate

any leaks in the application and fix the errors to ensure optimum

efficiency and energy savings.

COVAL Vacuum Technology, Inc.

901-100 Jones Franklin Rd

Raleigh, NC 27606

Tel: (919) 233-4855

Fax: (919) 233-4854

contact@coval.com

www.coval-inc.com

LEMAX mini vacuum 
pump guarantees value 
addition for robotic 
vacuum handling 
applications f he LEMAX mini vacuum pump fulfills vacuum handling needs

through its lean design, air saving technology, and faster 
evacuation time. In comparison to traditional solutions for high
speed vacuum handling applications, LEMAX comes in a single block 
with all integrated functions while offering the possibility to 
customize the module to application demands. LEMAX's intelligent 
pressure regulation and air saving control results in substantial energy 
savings compared to a traditional vacuum generator. 

The LEMAX mini vacuum pump integrates all necessary functions 
such as electro pilots, valves both vacuum and blow-off, silencer, and 
anti-return valve, allowing the user to save time in identifying, 
selecting and installing several modules to suit the application 
demands. 

Thanks to its lean design combined with two integrated M8 
connections, users can plug in and start the operation while 
eliminating the various steps of mounting and cabling. This is useful 
not only for the OEMs in packaging and plastic molding industry but 
also to end-users, saving them time and procurement costs. 

The analogue output of the vacuum switch with a digital display 
screen allows for easy adjustment and usage of the module. Unlike 
traditional regulating pumps, the LEMAX automatically detects the 
porous nature of the product surface and optimizes vacuum 
generation to offer the ideal vacuum output required for the 
application. This unique feature allows the user to anticipate any 
leaks in the application and fix the errors to ensure optimum 
efficiency and energy savings. 
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Click on client name below to go directly to their ad in this months issue

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

ACE Controls, INC.
www.acecontrols.com

800-521-3320

ASG Divison of Jergens Inc.
www.asg-jergens.com

888-486-6163

Baltec Corporation
www.baltecorporation.com

724-873-5757

Bosch Rexroth Group
www.boschrexroth-us.com

800-REXROTH

Boulware Equipment
www.boulwarellc.com

704-651-6061

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

Orbitform INC
www.orbitform.com

517-787-9447

Nitto Seiko America
www.nittoseikoamerica.com

248-588-0133

IPR Robotics, LLC
www.iprrobotics.com

248-556-7556

Coval Vacuum Technology
www.coval-inc.com

919-233-4855

Motion Index Drives
www.mid.us.com

248-743-9999

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

See Our Ad

Torqtec
www.torqtec.net

919-561-5536

Weiss North America
www.weiss-world.com

888-WEISSNA

Zimmer Group
www.zimmer-group.com

828-855-9722

Sankyo
www.sankyoautomation.com

937-498-4901

Connect with Assembly 

Connect with us to receive updates and to network with other industry professionals just like you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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